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A general technique has been proposed for the determination of

rates for reactions which occur simultaneously by homogeneous and

heterogeneous paths. This technique requires determining the effect

on the observed rate of varying the amount of catalyst in the reactor.

If S is the amount of catalyst and f(S/V) is the dependence of the total

rate on S/V, then

r,r = rH + rs f(S/ V)

where

rT = total reaction rate, moles -time -1 -volume -1

rH = homogeneous reaction rate

r = the concentration dependent function of the heterogeneous

rate.

Values of rH and r can then be found from a plot of rT versus f(S /V),
0all other variables being held constant, except if f(S/V) = (S/V)



The proposed method has been applied to the simultaneous homo-

geneous and heterogeneous thermal decomposition of nitrous oxide to

the elements. Gold was used as the catalyst. Data were taken in the

temperature range 700-800oC with a backmix reactor; this type of re-

actor allowed the direct determination of rate. The reaction products

were analyzed with a gas chromatograph. It was found that the de-

composition to the elements is described by the expression

k
1
[N20] 2

-r + kS [N20] (S/V)
1 1 + k

2
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By varying S/ V, the surface rate was caused to range from 0% to 80%

of the total reaction rate.

Constant Arrhenius Equation
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The overall activation energy for the homogeneous reaction,
calculated from a plot of In rm versus 1/T, is 63,500 cal/
gmole.

In addition to decomposition to the elements, nitrous oxide decomposes

into nitric oxide and nitrogen. It was found that this reaction is not

catalyzed by gold, is second order with respect to the concentration of

nitrous oxide, and accounted for 6-9% of the total homogeneous de-

composition of nitrous oxide.



The technique of varying the amount of catalyst gave rate equa-

tions, rate constants, and activation energies for the decomposition to

the elements which agree with previous results obtained from studies

of the individual reactions. Furthermore, the estimated maximum

errors for the calculated parameters are comparable to those incurred

in other experimental methods for high temperature reaction kinetics.
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SIMULTANEOUS HOMOGENEOUS AND HETEROGENEOUS
CHEMICAL REACTION KINETICS: THERMAL

DECOMPOSITION OF NITROUS OXIDE
ON A GOLD SURFACE

INTRODUCTION

The measurement of the rate of a solid catalyzed gas phase

reaction has often been accomplished with the use of a heated filament.

This technique, which involves suspending an electrically heated wire

in a closed reaction vessel containing the reaction mixture, has been

applied even to systems in which the reaction is occurring homogene-

ously. In applying the hot wire technique to a system in which the

reaction can occur homogeneously as well as heterogeneously, experi-

menters have attempted to keep the gas mixture at a much colder

temperature than the hot wire, thereby minimizing the homogeneous

contribution to the observed rate. Whether the homogeneous mode of

reaction is indeed negligible under the experimental conditions has

never been experimentally verified. In some systems there is a re-

action which is apparently catalyzed by many different surfaces. In

these cases, the study of the homogeneous reaction, or even deter-

mining whether there is a homogeneous reaction, is complicated by

the ever present surface reaction effects.

In each of the above cases, the simultaneous occurrence of the

homogeneous and heterogeneous reaction interferes with the experimental
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observation of the individual modes. It has been the purpose of this

study to show that the two reactions can be studied simultaneously and

that the total reaction rate can then be separated into the two contribu-

tions.

The reaction chosen for this study is the decomposition of nitrous

oxide. It proceeds homogeneously at temperatures above 500 oC and

is catalyzed by many metals and metal oxides. The homogeneous re-

action has been investigated extensively, and the surface reaction on

some metals, including gold, has been investigated by the hot wire

technique. The suitability of this reaction for the type of investigation

planned and the availability of previous work for evaluating the results

of this study were the factors which dictated its selection. Gold was

selected as the catalyst because it apparently accelerates the reaction

without being poisoned by any of the gases involved.
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LITERATURE REVIEW

The Effect of Surface-to-Volume Ratio

The technique of varying the amount of catalyst to ascertain the

existence of a heterogeneous reaction has been used by several investi-

gators. In 1924, Hinshelwood and Topley (14) investigated the effect

of quartz on the decomposition of phosphine. They added coarse silica

powder to their quartz reaction vessel and showed that the reaction,

previously thought to be homogeneous, was entirely heterogeneous.

The dependence of rate on the surface area was not linear since the

powder settled to the bottom of the reactor, and the powder grains

were not uniformly exposed to the reactant. Rice and Herzfeld (28),

in a review of the effect of surface-to-volume ratio on reaction rate,

illustrated the value of knowing this dependence as an aid in selecting

a catalytic mechanism. They showed that the rate of a chain reaction

could depend on the surface-to-volume ratio in a zero order, first

order, or even one-half order relationship, depending on the nature of

the chain mechanism. They also pointed out the importance of using

materials having uniformly similar surfaces when varying the surface-

to-volume ratio. Otherwise, since the catalytic effect is so dependent

on the nature of the surface, the observed rates could be misleading.

Mrazek, Knapp, and Block (24), investigating the thermal de-

composition of tungsten hexacarbonyl, employed the technique of
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varying the surface-to-volume ratio not only to verify the existence of

a heterogeneous reaction, but also to evaluate the magnitudes of simul-

taneous homogeneous and heterogeneous decomposition rates. The

accurate determination of the surface-to-volume ratio was complicated

by two factors: First, some of the glass beads used as the surface

for the heterogeneous reaction were being tumbled through the vapor

space while others were lying at the bottom of the reactor. Conse-

quently the area of glass surface exposed to reactants was not known

with certainty. Second, fine particles of tungsten metal were pro-

duced by the homogeneous decomposition of the tungsten hexacarbonyl.

These small metal particles, the size of which was unknown, would

possibly nucleate the heterogenous decomposition. Because of the

uncertainty in the surface-to-volume ratio,, they could not accurately

determine the heterogeneous reaction rates.

Thermal Decomposition
of Nitrous Oxide

The first investigation into the kinetics of nitrous oxide decompo-

sition was done in 1905 by Hunter (17), He observed a second order

dependence on the concentration of the nitrous oxide. He assumed

the reaction was homogeneous and did not check for a possible sur-

face reaction. In 1924, Hinshelwood and Burk (11) confirmed that the

reaction was second order. They saw no increase in rate after
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adding coarse silica powder to their quartz reactor, so they concluded

that the reaction was entirely homogeneous and bimolecular in mech-

anism.

Subsequent experiments by several investigators showed that the

reaction order is not as simple as originally believed. These works,

summarized by Johnston (18) and Lindars and Hinshelwood (22), show

that the governing rate expression is:

-d [ N20] [ N20] 2

dt 1 +k 2[ N20]

In addition, there are evidently two reactions involved in the decompo-

sition.

N20 N2 + i 02 primary reaction

N20 ' NO +1 N2 secondary reaction

The rate and mechanism for the secondary reaction are still poorly

defined. The most thorough study of it has been by Reuben and

Linnett (27). Graven (9), Friedman and Bigeleisen (8), Bell, et, al.

(1), Johnston (18), and Lindars and Hinshelwood (22) have also dis-

cussed possibilities for a mechanism, but the lack of reliable data

has deterred a definitive solution to the question of the secondary

reaction rate.

Studies on the decomposition of nitrous oxide have always been

done with quartz reaction vessels. The role played by the quartz in
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the mechanism of this reaction has not yet been adequately defined.

Hinshelwood and Burk (11) tested the effect of quartz by adding coarse

silica powder to the reactor. They saw no effect on the reaction.

However, Hibben (10) found that at very low pressures, the observed

reaction rate was about 1000 times faster than that predicted by

Hinshelwood and Burk, and he attributed the increase to catalysis by

the quartz. Johnston (18), in a compilation of previous data, showed

by extrapolating rate constants to zero nitrous oxide composition that

there may be a surface reaction on quartz. Detailed experiments by

Lindars and Hinshelwood (22) showed that "fresh" quartz surfaces

could indeed catalyze the reaction, but that "old" surfaces did not

catalyze the reaction. The aging process presumably involved the

adsorption of oxygen atoms on the quartz surface.

The only previous investigation of the effect of gold on the de-

composition of nitrous oxide was done in 1925 by Hinshelwood and

Prichard (13). They used a gold wire which was suspended axially

in a fused quartz capillary. The tube was charged with nitrous oxide,

the ends were sealed and the entire device was immersed in an ice

bath. The gold wire was heated by passing an electric current

through it, and the subsequent reaction was monitored by observing

the increase in system pressure. They did not account for possible

diffusion effects, they did not determine the order of the reaction with

respect to gold, and they could not experimentally verify their
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assumption that the homogeneous reaction was negligible. They con-

cluded that the reaction was heterogeneous and first order with respect

to the concentration of nitrous oxide. A similar experimental method

was used by Hinshelwood and Prichard (1 2) for the examination of the

catalytic effect of platinum. Platinum catalyzes the reaction, but is

poisoned by oxygen (5, 26, 32, 34). The catalysis of nitrous oxide

decomposition by metal oxides has been studied extensively by Schwab

and coworkers (29, 30). Their purpose has been to study catalysis

and catalysts in general. The decomposition of nitrous oxide has pro-

vided them with a common reaction for comparing the catalysts.

Backmix Reactors for Catalytic Studies

The advantages of a backmix reactor for catalytic studies have

been pointed out by Carberry (4) in a review of laboratory reactors

and their characteristics. A backmix reactor operates isothermally,

can be used over a wide range of conversions while maintaining steady

state conditions, has minimal mass transfer resistance, and allows

the direct calculation of rate without differentiating data or curve

fitting with assumed rate equations. The abilitity to calculate rate

directly makes the backmix reactor ideally suited for this investiga-

tion. A derivation of the equation relating reaction rate to conversion,

flow rate, and volume in a backmix reactor has been presented by

Levenspiel (21).
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Solid catalyzed gas reactions have not been studied in backmix

reactors until recently. Tajbl et. al. (33) constructed a reactor in

which the stirrers were rectangular baskets filled with commercial

catalyst pellets. Their stirring arrangement insured that the mixing

was complete and that there was no mass transfer resistance from the

bulk gas phase. Ford and Perlmutter (7) constructed a reactor in

which the reactor wall was the catalytic surface.

Chromatographic Analysis

The determination of conversion in a flow reactor, either back-

mix or plug flow, requires a chemical analysis of the products. Gas

chromatographic separation of N2, 02' N20' and NO2 was a con-

venient method of analysis for this study. However, both the separa-

tion of N2 and 02 and the separation of the nitrogen oxides are

difficult to effect. Graven (20) used type 5A molecular sieves as a

column packing for the analysis required by this study, but Ettre (6)

recommended Porapak Q ( Waters Associates). Both packings will

separate nitrogen and oxygen, but Porapak Q is more effective for the

separation of nitrogen oxides. The characteristics of Porapak Q are

shown by Hollis and Hayes (16), and the characteristics of a similar

polymer, ethylvinylbenzene-divinylbenzene, are shown by Hollis (15).

Record (25) recommended the use of Chromosorb 102 (Perkin-Elmer
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Corp. ), claiming that it performs identically to Porapak Q for the

analysis desired. Chromosorb 102 was selected for the analysis in

this study.
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THEORY

A catalyst is a substance which accelerates a chemical system's

approach to equilibrium. The mechanism of catalysis is frequently

unknown, and those mechanisms which have been proposed for specific

systems are often subject to revision when additional kinetic data be-

come available. The domain of solid catalyzed gas reactions is no

exception.

Benson (2) presents a general classification of solid catalysts

based on the structure of the solid and the type of reaction mechanism

which would be expected on that structure. This structural classifica-

tion is a useful guide both for selecting a catalyst and for selecting a

possible reaction mechanism. However, it would be useful also to

have a classification based on observed reaction phenomena such as

the reaction rate. Benson (2) suggests a basis for such a classifica-

tion when he mentions that when there is an actual surface reaction,

the rate has a first order dependence on the amount of catalyst. How-

ever, when the surface acts as a chain initiator and a chain terminator,

the rate is independent of the amount of catalyst, or zero order with

respect to the catalyst. A possible phenomenological classification

of catalysts would then be based on the dependence of the rate on the

amount of catalyst. A partial classification could be the fol towing:
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Reaction rate is zero order with respect to the amount of

catalyst.

1. The surface effect is a non-rate determining step, and the

rate determining step occurs in the homogeneous phase.

For example, the surface could be the site of the production

of an activated species which leaves the surface and reacts

homogeneously. This possibility is quite remote; generally,

the production of the activated species is the rate determining

step.

2. The surface acts as a chain initiator and a chain terminator.

Benson (2) points out that unless the reactive sites are

changed by the reaction, the principal of microscopic re-

versibility requires that termination occur where there is

initiation.

The reaction rate is first order with respect to the amount of

catalyst.

1. The surface effect is a rate controlling step at the surface

with the mechanism involving homogeneous and surface

steps. Included in this group would be chain reactions

which are surface initiated, but not surface terminated.

2. The catalytic effect is a reaction occuring entirely on the

surface. Most catalytic phenomena fall into this classifica-

tion. The reaction could occur by the Langmuir-Hinshelwood
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mechanism (2), in which the reaction involves only sorbed

species, or it could occur by the Rideal mechanism (2), in

which sorbed species react with species in the homogeneous

phase.

It is also possible that dependence on the amount of catalyst could be

other than zero or first order. For example, Rice and Herzfeld (28)

show that the dependence on surface-to-volume ratio could even be

one-half order for certain chain mechanisms. If diffusion is the con-

trolling step, the dependence of rate on the amount of catalyst is first

order for a non-porous catalyst; the dependence in the case of a porous

catalyst depends on the geometry involved. If changing the surface-to-

volume ratio causes the rate controlling step to change from a homo-

geneous step to a surface step, or vice-versa, the dependence of rate

on the surface-to-volume ratio will change. Consider the following

hypothetical reaction mechanism for a reaction A -4- B:

A + S -- A +S

k

A B

where S represents a surface. Employing the steady-state approxi-

mation for [A ], the following expression is obtained for the rate of

reaction:
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d[B] k k' (Sly) [A]
dt k + k" (Sly)

where (S/V) is the surface-to-volume ratio. For k>> k" (S/V), the

rate is first order with respect to S/ V, but for k<< k" (S/V), the rate is

zero order with respect to S/V. Consequently, changing the surface-

to-volume ratio or the relative magnitudes of k and k" (which could be

accomplished by changing the temperature) could alter the dependence

of rate on the surface-to-volume ratio.

If, in addition to a catalytic reaction, there is a simultaneous

independent homogeneous reaction, the analysis of the rate data must

separate the two contributions. Otherwise, the data are of little value

either for an interpretation of mechanism or for possible engineering

use. When there are parallel rate processes, the total rate is the

sum of the individual rates; consequently the total reaction rate may

be expressed as the sum of the homogeneous rate and the catalytic

reaction rate.

RT = RH + RS

Where RT = total reaction rate, moles/time

RH = homogeneous reaction rate

R = surface reaction rate

If the surface rate R
5

is the result of a reaction occurring entirely on

the surface, then the dependence on the amount of catalyst is first
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order, and it is convenient to rewrite the above equation in terms of

specific rates.

rT = rH + rs (S/V)

where rT = R
T

/V = moles-time-1 - volume-1

rH = R
H

/V

rS = R /S

In this case the total specific rate would vary linearly with the surface-

to-volume ratio. (If the specific surface rate had been expressed per

unit mass rather than per unit surface area, the total rate would vary

linearly with the mass-to-volume ratio. ) In fact, a plot of total rate

versus surface-to-volume ratio, all other variables held constant,

would have a slope equal to rs and an intercept equal to rH. Thus, if

the total rates and the surface-to-volume ratios are known, then the

homogeneous rate and the heterogeneous rate can be identified. The

earlier discussion of first order dependence on the amount of catalyst

shows that a catalytic reaction which hag a rate controlling step at the

surface, even with the other steps occurring homogeneously, can be

resolved from a simultaneous homogeneous reaction in a similar

manner. A plot of specific total reaction rate versus the surface-to-

volume ratio would again have an intercept equal to rH and a slope

equal to r . Figures la and lb illustrate the first order dependence

of total rate on the surface-to-volume ratio.
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These remarks can be generalized to include cases where the

dependence on the amount of catalyst (i. e. on the surface-to-volume

ratio) is other than first order. If the dependence of total rate on the

surface-to-volume ratio is f(S/V), then

rT = rH + r f(S/V)

where r is a concentration dependent function. The case of first

order dependence, f(S/V) = S/V, has already been discussed. The

conclusions reached for that case can be extended to any f(S/V) not

equal to (S /V)0. A plot of rT versus f(S/V) will be a straight line

with a slope equal to rs and an intercept equal to rH. Furthermore,

the value of rH can be obtained by extrapolating the data to f(S/V) = 0

and need not be measured by independent experiment. However, if the

dependence of rate on the surface-to-volume ratio is zero order, i. e.

if f(S/V) = (S/V)
0

= 1, a plot of r,I, versus f(S/V) will not yield a slope

equal to rs and an intercept equal to rH. Consequently, the only way

to determine the homogeneous rate is to take data with no catalyst in

the reactor. Then, the heterogeneous rate can be determined by sub-

tracting the homogeneous rate from the total rate.

The possibility of needing to determine rH by independent ex-

periment is an important consideration if the data are to be taken in a

reactor whose walls catalyze, or are believed to catalyze, the reac-

tion. If the walls of the vessel do catalyze the reaction, and if the
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dependence of rate is zero order with respect to the surface-to-

volume ratio, then it would be impossible to resolve the total rate

data into the homogeneous and heterogeneous contributions. If the

zero order dependence were due to a rate controlling homogeneous

step, then, as shown earlier, the dependence could be shifted to first

order by decreasing the surface-to-volume ratio.

With the exception just noted, it is possible to treat simultaneous

homogeneous and heterogeneous chemical reaction rates and resolve

the data into the individual rates by determining the dependence of the

total rate on the amount of catalyst. This dependence is also a useful

parameter for gaining insight into the catalytic mechanism.
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APP ARATUS

A continuous-flow, stirred (backmix) reactor was selected for

obtaining the reaction rate data. This choice was dictated by three

factors: first, the need for uniform temperatures and gas concentra-

tions throughout the reactor, second, the need to eliminate mass trans-

fer effects in the surface reaction, and third, the advantage of obtain-

ing rate data directly rather than by numerical or graphical differen-

tiation of the experimental data.

Fused quartz was chosen as the reactor material because previ-

ous work on the thermal. decomposition of nitrous oxide showed that

fused quartz has a minor catalytic effect on the reaction, whereas

most metals or their oxides do catalyze the reaction significantly.

Also, because fused quartz has a low thermal expansion coefficient,

the reactor would be able to withstand large temperature extremes.

Since the experimental technique used in this study required

that the amount of catalyst be varied, it was necessary that the re-

action vessel could be opened and closed easily. A standard taper

joint is ideal for this purpose, allowing unencumbered access to the

interior and providing a gasketless, leak free seal when the vessel

is closed. Selection of the size of standard taper joint to be used as

the reactor was made after considering cost versus convenience. The

treatment of the data would be facilitated if the heterogeneous rate
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were large compared to the homogeneous rate; consequently, it is

desirable to have the largest possible surface-to-volume ratio, which

in turn means as much gold as possible. Difficulties in manipulating

small amounts of gold in a small reactor make it convenient to have a

large reaction vessel. Each of the preceeding factors leads to the

selection of the largest possible reactor. However, the cost of gold

and the cost of large standard taper joints made of fused quartz made

it necessary to select a reactor of intermediate size.

Consideration of the aforementioned factors led to the selection

of a 71/60 standard taper joint (the male joint taper has an outer di-

ameter which varies from a maximum of 71 mm to a minimum of 60

mm) made of clear fused quartz. The wall thickness of this joint was

approximately 2 mm. The untapered ends of the 71 /60 joint were

closed to make the reactor as shown in Figure 2. The cooling jacket,

or "coldfinger", was constructed from clear fused quartz tubes.

Cold tap water was fed into the center tube of the coldfinger and was

discharged from the outside annular region. The hot gases from the

reactor entered the coldfinger and cooled, thereby quenching the re-

action, and the cooled reaction products flowed out the coldfinger to

the chromatograph.

The catalyst used for this study was gold with a purity of 99. 99%.

It was in the form of continuous ribbon, 0.003 inches thick and 0. 150:'

inches wide. The supplier was Sigmund Cohn Corporation. Each
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4 mm ID, 6 mm OD
stirrer sleeve

thermocouple
well

thermocotpl
well

18 cm

21 cm

4 mm rod, stirrer shaft

N20 feed

4 mm ID, 6 mm OD

4 bladed stirrer

Length of cold-
finger u 45 cm

71/60 std. taper joint with
ends closed

22 mm ID, 25 mm OD

15 mm ID, 18 mm OD
6 mm ID, 8 mm OD

-- cooling water out

cooled product gases out

f---- cooling water in
Figure 2. Outlines of Backmix Reactor.
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catalyst rack (Figure 3) was wrapped with a single length of gold

ribbon; the ribbon was strung back and forth over the two long parallel

rods. About fourteen complete wraps were required for each catalyst

rack. The ends of the ribbon were folded over the rod and secured to

the preceeding ribbon by means of a tiny cold-weld. The space be-

tween successive wraps was about 0. 10 inches; this was sufficient to

allow good contacting between the reacting gas and all the exposed sur-

faces of gold. The gold wrapped catalyst racks were set in the sup-

port rack (Figure 3), and the entire arrangement was placed in the

reactor. The amount of catalyst in the reactor could then be varied

by changing the number of gold wrapped catalyst racks in the support

rack. The support rack was constructed with 3 mm clear fused quartz

rod and the catalyst racks were constructed with 2 mm clear fused

quartz rod.

The stirrer consisted of four curved blades which were 25 mm

high and 32 mm long, sweeping through a radius of approximately

26 mm. The curvature of the blades was convex toward the direction

of rotation. The stirrer shaft was a 4 mm clear fused quartz rod and

the sleeve for the shaft was a fused quartz tube, 4 mm I.D. and 6 mm

0. D. There was no lubricant or sealant used in the stirrer shaft-

sleeve assembly. Since the contents of the reaction vessel were to be

well stirred and of uniform composition, leakage of gas out of the

reactor would not affect the composition of the gas within the reactor.
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48 mm

Support Rack

43 mm

30.5 mm

Catalyst Rack

mm quartz rod

gold ribbon

spacer to separate rack from adjacent rack

Figure 3. Catalyst Rack and Support Rack.
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As the stirring mechanism was operated, there was a buildup of fine

powdered quartz from the rubbing of the shaft and sleeve. This quartz

powder both lubricated and sealed the shaft-sleeve assembly. Further-

more, the pressures within the reactor were kept below 2 mm Hg

guage pressure; this low guage pressure also helped minimize leakage.

Reactor temperatures were measured with 30 guage (B. & S. )

chromel-alumel thermocouples and a Leeds and Northrup potentiometer,

model No, 8662. The reference thermocouple was immersed in an ice

bath. Preliminary investigation into the sensitivity of the thermo-

couples when placed in the reactor's thermocouple wells indicated

that the response time to temperature changes was unsatisfactorily

large. The damping was attributed to the low thermal conductivity of

fused quartz. Two small holes were put in the ends of the thermo-

couple wells, the thermocouple wires were threaded through these

holes, and the thermocouple bead was then made so that it was in con-

tact with the reaction gases. This new arrangement of thermocouples

greatly improved their transient response characteristics.

The electrically fired oven contained two heating elements which

were semicylindrical, 6 inches long and 2-3/4 inches I. D. Their

dimensions were dictated by the dimensions of the reactor. The

windings in the elements were axially parallel and were spaced about

5/16 inches apart. The temperature control system for the furnace

was a Minneapolis-Honeywell Pyrovolt model 105R12-P-26
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proportional controller coupled to a Minneapolis-Honeywell model

6191 magnetic amplifier. The signal from the magnetic amplifier was

sent to a Hevi-Duty model D-73056 saturable-core reactor whi ch con-

trolled the voltage drop through the oven heating elements. Initially,

the sensing thermocouple (chromel-alumel) was set in one of the re-

actor thermocouple wells. However, due to the poor transient re-

sponse characteristics of the fused quartz, the control system was

underdamped and oscillatory in behavior. The sensing thermocouple

was then moved to the outside of the reactor, between the reactor and

the heating elements. This had the advantage of eliminating the under-

damped behavior, but it presented the inconvenience of controlling

the oven temperature rather than the gas temperature.

The reaction products were analyzed by means of a gas chrom-

atograph. The machine employed was a Perkin-Elmer Model 154

Vapor Fractometer, The detector was a thermistor bead thermal-

conductivity cell. Samples were taken with a gas sampling valve,

Perkin Elmer part no, 154-0063, fitted with a sample tube consisting

of a three inch piece of 1/8 inch O.D. stainless steel tubing, which

held a sample volume of about 0.33 milliliters, The chromatograph

column was a 15 foot x 1/8 inch 0. D. stainless steel tube packed by

Perkin-Elmer Corporation with Chromosorb 102. This packing was

suggested by Perkin-Elmer (25) as being suitable for the analysis of a

mixture of nitrogen, oxygen, and nitrogen oxides. The column was
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then coiled into a helical configuration with the diameter of the helix

equal to 2-1/8 inches and the height equal to 3-3/4 inches. This con-

figuration allowed the column, mounted externally on the chromograph,

to be immersed in a small Dewar flask containing a dry ice-acetone

mixture. Quantitative determination of the chromatograph peak areas

was done with a Disc Model 203 integrator attached to a Speedomax G

recorder.

Medical grade nitrous oxide was passed through a calcium sulfate

drying tube and its flow rate was monitored with a rotameter (see

Figure 4). The rotameter tubes were Fischer -Porter Nos. FP- 1/1 6-

19. 5 - 6 - 6 3/4 / 61 and FP - 1/8 - 23. 5 - G - 6 3/4 / 61. These

tubes allow approximate flow ranges of 1 0-1 80 and 1 00-17 00 cc/miri

air at S. T.P. respectively.

Atmospheric pressure was measured with a mercury barometer.

Guage pressures in the reactor were measured with vertical mano-

meters containing light oil with a specific gravity of 0. 827. The pro-

duct discharge line from the gas sampling valve was connected to an

air driven aspirator. The system pressure could then be reduced to

atmospheric pressure, even at high feed rates of nitrous oxide, by in-

creasing the flow of compressed air through the aspirator. A

schematic diagram of the experimental system is shown in Figure 4.
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Figure 4. Diagram of Experimental System.

Gas chromatograph
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PROCEDURES

Equipment Calibration

The rotameters were calibrated for nitrous oxide flow with .a

wet test meter and a stopwatch. Nitrous oxide is soluble in water, so

the gas was run through the wet test meter for several hours to satur-

ate the solution before any calibrations were made.

Before the gas chromatograph was calibrated, the operating

variables were investigated to determine which set of operating con-

ditions would result in the output peaks being well separated, symmet-

rical, and sufficiently wide for accurate quantitative analysis. The

column temperature had to be -80o C (dry ice-acetone bath) in order

to effect the separation of nitrogen and oxygen. At this temperature,

any nitrous oxide in the sample would liquefy. So, in order to get

nitrous oxide to pass through the column, the column temperature

had to be increased. This change in temperature was accomplished

by removing the dry ice-acetone Dewar from the column and substitut-

ing a vessel containing water circulating from a constant temperature

bath maintained at 35o C. The chromatograph unit, a Perkin-Elmer

Model 154, had no means for independently varying the carrier gas

(helium) flow rate. The helium flow rate could be varied only by

changing the column pressure. Examination of peaks obtained at

various column pressures, and hence at various carrier gas flows,
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indicated that the best column pressure was 12 psig. At column

pressures higher than 1 2 psig the peaks were more symmetrical, but

were too narrow for quantitative analysis, and the separation of nitrous

oxide and nitrogen dioxide was poorer. At column pressures lower

than 1 2 psig the peaks were skewed and the retention times were targe.

The detector block was kept at 40° C. A three foot section of 1/2

inch 0. D. stainless steel tubing separated the column from the detect-

or block and was also kept at 40° C so that the gases leaving the

column would come to the same temperature as the detector.

The chromatograph was checked for linearity of response by in-

jecting various amounts of the gases. Dry air was used to check the

response to nitrogen and oxygen. The ratio of peak areas, ni trogen-

to-oxygen, was smaller for large samples (about 1000 micro-liters)

of air than the same ratio computed from peaks for small samples

(about 30 micro-liters) of air. Careful examination of the peaks from

small samples revealed a very small peak which closely followed

oxygen but which could not be detected on the oxygen peaks from large

samples. Referral to chromatograms obtained from columns packed

with Poropak Q (16) or ethylvinylbenzene-divinylbenzene (17), pack-

ings that perform nearly identically to Chromosorb 10 2, showed that

the small trace following oxygen was argon. Argon constitutes about

1% of the atmosphere and oxygen constitutes about 21%. When the

oxygen peak area from large air samples was multiplied by 21/21+1
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to account for the presence of argon, the ratio of peak areas, nitrogen-

to-oxygen, was equal to the same ratio for small air samples.

The chromatograph was calibrated by injecting equal volumes of

nitrogen, oxygen, and nitrous oxide at equal temperatures and pres-

sures. The analysis was then carried out exactly as if a sample of

unknown composition had been used. The column was kept in the dry

ice-acetone bath (-80o C) until nitrogen and oxygen eluted and then was

put in the water bath until the nitrous oxide eluted. The column pres-

sure was 12 psig and the detector temperature was 40o C. The elution

times were as follows:

Gas

N2

02

N 0
2

Elution time, minutes to peak maximum

5-3/4 after sampling

7-1/ 4 after sampling

8-3/4 after changing column temperature

The ratios of peak areas were then calculated for these samples to

establish the calibration.

Because of the high reactor temperatures (700-800°C), the

temperatures of the thermocouple beads in the reactor were influenced

by radiant heat transfer from the heating elements, radiant heat

transfer to the coldfinger and to the stirrer end of the reactor, and

convective heat transfer from the hot gases. Consequently, the

temperatures indicated by the two bare thermocouple beads were not

the same as the temperature of the gas; due to their proximity to the
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cool ends of the reactor, they both gave indications which were tower

than the gas temperature. Also, as would be expected from considera-

tion of radiation view factors, the thermocouple located at the cold-

finger end of the reactor gave readings which were lower than those

from the thermocouple located at the stirrer end of the reactor. Be-

cause of the complexity of determining appropriate shape factors, the

uncertainty of available values for the emissivities of all the materials

involved, and the impossibility of predicting the heat transfer coeffic-

ient from the gas to the thermocouples, it was apparent that the only

method of relating the indicated temperature to the true gas tempera-

ture was to do so experimentally. For this purpose, a double walled

cylindrical radiation shield made from shiny gold foil was affixed to a

chromel-alumel thermocouple. This shielded thermocouple was

positioned in the approximate center of the reactor. A series of

measurements was made, recording the temperatures indicated by the

bare thermocouples and the shielded thermocouple while varying the

controller set point, gas flow rate, and the stirring rate. The series

of measurements was repeated after changing the position of the

shielded thermocouple and adjusting the shield so that the bead would

"see" a different portion of the reactor and oven. Relating either of

the two bare thermocouple temperatures to the shielded thermocouple

temperature required consideration of the magnitude of the gas flow

rate. But, relating the arithmetic average of the bare thermocouple
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temperatures to the shielded thermocouple temperature eliminated

the influence of gas flow rate. A plot of the temperature correction

factor (the shielded thermocouple temperature minus the arithmetic

average temperature of the two bare thermocouples) versus the arith-

metic average temperature of the two bare thermocouples established

the necessary correlation. Because the indication given by the shield-

ed thermocouple was independent of its position and of the axial

direction of its cylindrical shield, it was assumed that its reading

was the actual gas temperature. The actual gas temperature could

then be calculated by measuring the two bare reactor thermocouple

temperatures and applying the temperature correction factor.

Data Collection

The nitrous oxide flow was set at a tow level and the oven was

turned on. When the oven temperature reached the set point (about

1-1/ 2 hours after starting) the stirrer motor was turned on and the

gas temperature was measured. Minor corrections to the oven set

point were made, and following a short recovery period, the gas temp-

erature was again noted. After attaining the desired reaction temp-

erature, the nitrous oxide feed rate was adjusted to a value about

midway between the extremes in feed rate anticipated for the set of

runs. Additional corrections to the temperature were made, and the

system was run in this condition for about two hours before taking any
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samples. This allowed the quartz to become conditioned and inactive

toward the reaction (22). After this "aging" process, the sampling

procedure began. The nitrous oxide feed rate was decreased to a new

value after taking the last sample for a given set of conditions. By the

time the chromatographic analysis was complete (20-25 minutes from

sampling), the reactor would be at steady state conditions again, and

another sample could be taken almost immediately. This sequence of

sampling and decreasing the feed rate, always making certain that the

reactor temperature and other variables were properly set, continued

until samples at the lowest readable flow rate of nitrous oxide had been

taken. After that, the flow rate was set to a value which was slightly

higher than the first setting, and subsequently moved to higher and

higher values until sufficient data had been collected at the particular

reactor temperature. Then the reactor temperature was changed and

the entire procedure of sampling and changing the flow rate was re-

peated. For each value of the surface-to-volume ratio, three differ-

ent temperatures were investigated: 700° C, 750° C, and 800°C.

For each temperature setting, ten to fifteen values of the feed rate

were used. When all the data at any one value of the surface-to-volume

ratio had been collected, the reactor was shut down. The surface-to-

volume ratio was then changed by adding or removing some of the

gold wrapped catalyst racks. Then the start-up and sampling proced-

ure was begun again. Five values of the surface-to-volume ratio were
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used in this study: 0. 0 cm-1, 0. 4074 cm-1, 0.7098 cm-1, 1. 1436

cm-1, and 1. 9324 cm-1.

Data Reduction

At high temperature, nitrous oxide decomposes primarily to

nitrogen and oxygen and secondarily to nitric oxide.

N20 ---> N + 1 0
2 2 2

N20 --> NO + 1 N2 2

However, the nitric oxide formed in the secondary reaction can be

oxidized to nitrogen dioxide. This oxidation is thermodynamically

favored by low temperatures (35). It can occur only to a small extent

at the temperatures of the reactor, 700 - 800o C, but proceeds to

completion at the temperature of the coldfinger, 15 - 20° C (3, 20, 35):

NO + z O2 NO2= 2 N204

The gases coming out of the coldfinger consequently have undergone

slightly different reactions than the gases coming out of the reactor

and entering the coldfinger:

N20 N2 + 02

N20 + z 02-4- NO2 + N2

Because of the difference in the reactions involved, the composition of

the mixture leaving the coldfinger differs from that of the gas within
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the reactor. Therefore, it is necessary to make two material bal-

ances so that the chromatographic information, which reflects the

composition of the mixture leaving the coldfinger, is properly related

to the conversion and composition in the reactor.

The material balances are facilitated by the following definitions:

X = the fraction of N20 that decomposes.

f = the fraction of the total decomposition which occurs via

N20 0. NO + 2N2.

= moles NO formed per mole N20 decomposed.

n1 = nitrous oxide feed rate.

m
1

= molar ratio N
2
/0

2
of the gases from the coldfinger.

This ratio is determined chromatographically.

m3 = molar ratio 02/N20 of the gases from the coldfinger.

This ratio is determined chromatographically.

For each mole of N20 decomposing, the following equations apply

to the reactions in the reactor only:

(1 - f)N20 0. (1 - f)N2 + i (1 - f)0
2

f N20 0. f NO + N2

Adding: N20 (1 - f/ 2) N2 + i (1 - f)02 + f NO

Similarly, for each mole of N20 reacting, the reactions which have

occurred by the time the gases leave the coldfinger may be expressed

as:
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Adding:

(1 - f)N 0 ) (1 - f)N + (1 - f)0
2 2 2

f)02

fN0+f0 4fN0 +fN
2 2

1
2 2 2

l
2

N20 ' (1 - ff)N2 + - f)02 + f NO2

These results are helpful in setting up the material balance that

follows.

Table 1. Material balances.

Considering
Reactor only

Considering Reactor
and Coldfinger

Feed:

Products:

N20 nl

N20 ni(1-X)

N2 n1X(1-1f)

0
2

2ln IX(1-f)

NO n Xf

N20
2

Total Out n1[ .1 +1X]

nl

ni(1-X)

n
l 2
X(1-If)

n
1 2
X(I-f)

nlXf

1+1X(2 -f)1

The composition variables X and f can now be related to the chrom-

atographic variables m and m3 by applying the definitions of mi

and m3.

moles N2

moles 02

n X(1-1-f) 1,

n X(I-f)coldfinger l 2
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m3 - moles N20
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n X(-f)
1 2 X(1.4)

coldfinger 111(1-X) l-X

X and f can then be expressed as functions of m
1

and m3 by re-

arranging the above equations.

f -

X -
( 2m

1
-1 ) + 3/ 2m

3

m - 2

2m
1

- 1

2m
1

1

Since the chromatograph calibrations were made with equal

amounts of all the gases, the peak areas for the calibrations each

represent the same number of moles. And, since the chromatograph

response was linear for all the gases,

Peak area of 02 for sample Moles 02 in sample
Peak area of 02 for calibration Moles 02 in calibration

and similarly for N2 and N20. Consequently, the molar ratios can

be related to the area ratios quite simply.

m
1

[Peak area N2
Peak area 02

N
2

moles 02 calibration

sample x
Peak area 02
Peak area N2 calibration

Peak area N2 Peak area 02
Peak area 02 sample Peak area N2 calibration



m3
Peak area 02

1Peak area N20 sample x
area N20

Peak area 02
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calibration

The molar ratios m
1

and m3 were determined with the chrom-

atographic peak areas, and then the conversions X and f were calcu-

lated using m
1

and m3. The reaction rates were calculated by

using the values for X and f in the backmix reactor equation for

rate (21).

-r n1X
V

- total rate of N20 decomposition.

-r
1

-r(1 -f) = primary reaction rate, or rate of

decomposition via N20 --+N +N2
2
1 02

-r
2

= -rf = secondary reaction rate, or rate of

decomposition via N20 NO + N1
2 2.

Concentrations of the gases in the reactor were calculated from the

ideal gas law:

CN
2
0 Y N20C = P

1+1X-I RT

CN Y
N

C [X(1--29 ] P1+X RT
2 2

1-

CO2 yo c _ [IX(1-f), P
-32t X RT

2
1+
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RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

Rate Expressions and Proposed Mechanisms

Homogeneous Reactions

The data for the primary reaction, N20 N
2 2
+ 0

2'
as shown1

for S/V = 0 in Figures 5, 6, and 7, can be represented by the equa-

tion

k
1
[N20] 2

-r -
H1 l+k2 [N20]

This function describes behavior which is linear at high concentrations

and which curves into the origin at low concentrations. The constants

k
1

and k
2

were determined by a least squares analysis of the data.

First the rate equation was linearized by rearranging it into the form

[N0]2

2 1
+ 2 [N 0] .-r k

1
k

I
2

Then, a linear regression routine was used to determine 1 /k
1

and

k2/ki. The values obtained for kt and k2 can be found in Table 2,

and the curves generated by these constants are shown in Figures 5,

6, and 7 for S/V = 0.

The secondary reaction, N20 NO +2 N2, accounted for 6-9%

of the total homogeneous decomposition, and the data, some of which

are shown in Figures 14 and 15, appear to follow the rate equation,
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2-r
H2

= k
3

[N
2
0]

Because of the scatter in the data for the secondary reaction rate,

there is still some uncertainty as to the correct rate equation, and the

values obtained for k
3

(cf. Table 2) should be regarded as estimates

only.

The rate expressions for rEll and r
H2

are both easily ex-

plained by a bimolecular collision mechanism. The first step in the

mechanism is assumed to be a collision between nitrous oxide

molecules. This collision can result in two possibilities, decompo-

sition to NO or production of an activated species N2O

k
3 2NO + N2

N20 + N,0
N2O + N2Ok-1

The activated species can deactivate by collision, as shown above, or

decompose by a unimolecular step.
k

4
N20

*
N

2
+ 0

k
5

0 -I- 0 -4 02

The recombination of oxygen atoms is a fast step. If the steady state

approximation for the activated nitrous oxide is employed, i. e.
d[N2041

- 0 , the following expression results for the concentrationdt

of the activated species,
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kl [N20] 2

[N26.1 - k
4

+ k [N
2

With the additional assumption that k
5

is very large, the rate ex-

pression for the primary homogeneous reaction then becomes,

k
4

k
1
[N20] 2

-r
H1

-
k

4
+ k

-1
[N20]

k
I
[N

2
0] 2

+ k [N
2 2

where k -
2 k

4

k-1

The mechanism of the secondary homogeneous reaction predicts the

observed second order rate expression.

2-r
H2

= k
3

[N
2
0]

Heterogeneous Reaction

The experimental data for the primary reaction were first ex-

pressed as plots of total observed reaction rate versus the concentra-

tion of nitrous oxide for various values of the surface-to-volume ratio

(Figures 5, 6, and 7). A "best fit" line was put through each set of

points so that crossplots at constant concentration of nitrous oxide

could be made. The crossplots express the total reaction rate, at
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constant temperature and constant concentration of nitrous oxide,

versus the surface-to-volume ratio (Figures 8, 9, and 10). These

plots show a linear increase in rate with an increase in the surface-to-

volume ratio. The slopes of these lines are the surface reaction rates

per square centimeter of gold foil. The slopes, or surface reaction

rates, were then plotted against the concentration of nitrous oxide,

revealing a first order dependence of the rate on the concentration of

nitrous oxide in the bulk gas (Figures 11, 12, and 13). The hetero-

geneous rate equation for the primary reaction can then be written as:

f(S)= Sk [N 0]-1.51 V S 2 V

The values for k were calculated from the slopes of the straight

lines of Figures 11, 12, and 13 and are listed in Table 2.

The secondary reaction is not catalyzed by gold. This can be

seen from an inspection of Figures 14 and 15, where the secondary re-

action rate is plotted against concentration for different values of the

surface-to-volume ratio; changing this ratio does not affect the

secondary rate.

Had a much larger number of data points been taken, it might

have been possible to construct the crossplots of rate versus surface

to volume ratio at constant composition without first having to con-

struct a "best fit" line through the data. In this project, the criterion

of "best fit" was visual. Usually, this criterion would be used only
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as a first approximation so that a probable form of the heterogeneous

rate equation could be obtained. With this probable form of the heter-

ogeneous rate equation and the previously determined homogeneous

rate equation, least squares techniques could be applied to determine

the rate constants. However, examination of the plots of total rate

versus surface-to-volume ratio (Figures 8, 9, and 10) and the plots of

heterogeneous rate versus nitrous oxide concentration (Figures 11, 12,

and l3) shows that the visual "best fit" to the total rate data provided

excellent correlations to first order dependence. Figures 8, 9, and

10 show that at the highest value of the surface-to-volume ratio,

S/V = 1. 9324 cm-1 the total rates were consistently much higher

than those which would be obtained by extrapolation of values at lower

surface-to-volume ratios. The aberrent behavior was attributed to

imperfect mixing, making the reactor behave like a combination of a

well mixed reactor and a plug flow reactor. This behavior, which

mixing studies (Figure 20) indicated might possibly be occurring, was

positively identified with the plots of total rate versus surface-to-

volume ratio (Figures 8, 9, 101. Consequently, the data at S/V =

1. 9324 cm 1 were ignored in the determination of kinetic parameters.

Had this behavior not been identified, subsequent statistical evaluation

of the rate constants would erroneously have included the aberrant

data. As a consequence of this discovery and of the smooth, linear

curves given by the analysis technique, it can be concluded that the
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method of visual "best fit" and subsequent crossplots gives quantita-

tively reliable results and is a necessary prelude to further statistical

analysis of the data.

The heterogeneous reaction is assumed to begin with the adsorp-

tion of a molecule of nitrous oxide on an active site, A, on the surface

of the gold.

N
2
0 + A N

2
0 A

-1

The decomposition of the adsorbed species can then occur, followed

by recombination of the oxygen atoms and desorption of the products.

k
3'N20 A ---+ N2 + 0 A

k
4'2 0A + 2A

The rate of decomposition is proportional to the number of adsorbed

nitrous oxide molecules. If Ao is the total number of active sites

and a fraction 9 of them are occupied by adsorbed nitrous oxide mole-

cules, then the rate of reaction is proportional to the product 9 A o
.

The Langmiur adsorption isotherm (2, 23) describes the relationship

between e and the concentration of nitrous oxide in the gas phase.
b[N20]

9 - 1 + b[N20]

where b = .kl /k2



The rate of decomposition is then

ki A°b[N 0]
o 3 2-r k' OA -Sl 3 i + b[N 20]

If b[N
2
0]«< l, then

-r
S1

= k
S

[N
2
0]

where k
S 3

= k' Aob

Temperature Dependence

44

The Arrhenius activation energies and the pre-exponential fac-

tors were calculated for each of the rate constants from plots of In k

versus 1/T (Figures l6 and 1 8).

Table 2. Rate constants and Arrhenius equations.

Constant 973°K 10 23
oK

1.07 3
oK Arrhenius Equation

k liter . 0 279

. 184

. 21 3

. 242

. 467

. 0059

.540

1. 43

. 7 23

. 032

1. 1 35

1016.
39exp[ -81, 800

RT ]

69exp[- 28, 400

ingnaole-rnin

k liter 105° RT

3exp[ -7 2, 400

2 mgmole

k liter 1014. RT ]

1 3exp[ -34R, 6T 00]

3 mgmole-min

kS cm 107.
min
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From an Arrhenius plot of the pseudo first order rate constant

kf = -r
H1

4N
201

at constant composition (Figure 17), the value of the

overall activation energy for the primary homogeneous reaction is

63, 500 cal/mole.

Comparison with Previous Results

Homogeneous Reactions

Previous investigators have customarily expressed the rates

they observed for the primary reaction in terms of a pseudo first order

rate constant, kf = rate/concentration, and then have examined the

dependence of kf on concentration. Johnston (18) has compiled,

averaged, and summarized most of the data recorded before 1950. In

1959, Graven (9) reported values of kf for high temperatures.

Table 3 and Figure 17 compare the pseudo first order constants of

Johnston (18), Graven (9), and those calculated from the results of

this study.

Examination of Table 3 or Figure 17 reveals reasonable agree-

ment among the data. The activation energies reported by Johnston

(18) in his compilation vary from 57, 400 cal/mole to 63, 800 cal/mole,

depending on the concentration of nitrous oxide. Consequently, the

activation energy from this study, 63,500 cal/mole, is in agreement

with previous results.
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Table 3. Pseudo first order rate constants and activation energies
for N20 +

2
202.

2.

T
o

K
Johnston_(118)

kf sec
Graven (9) This study~
kf sec-1 kf sec

888

973

10 23

1073

1099

1199

1 244

Activation
Energy

Conc. of
nitrous oxide
at which data
were obtained

. 506 x 10-4

. 891 x 10-4

3.72 x 104

x 10-414. 1

. 071

. 63
. 5 2

1. 39

.730 x 104

6. 03 x 10-4

25. 97 x 10-4

57, 400 cal 5 2, 500 cal 63, 500 cal
to 63, 800 mole mole mole

5 mgmoles mgmoles 5 mgmoles
liter liter liter

The rate equation and mechanism for the primary homogeneous

reaction are the same as those proposed in most previous studies (8,

18, 22). Additional evidence for the validity of the proposed collision-

al mechanism has been provided by studies on the effect of foreign

molecules. Bell, et. al. (1) and Lindars and Hinshelwood (22) showed

that some molecules, notably SO2, CO2, and CF4, accelerate the
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reaction in proportion to their concentration. This effect has been

explained by hypothesizing that a collision between N20 and some

foreign molecules can produce an activated species N20 just as if a

collision had occurred between two N20 molecules.

The Arrhenius plots for k
1

and k
2

are shown in Figure 16.

The activation energies are 81, 800 cal/mole and 28, 400 cat/mole

respectively. The value of El - E
2

is 53, 400 cal/mole, a value which

is much lower than the observed overall activation energy of 63, 500

cal/mole. The activation energy for k
2

was calculated for a "best

fit" line through the values of k
2

shown in Figure 16. However, if

the activation energy E
2

had been calculated from the values of k
2

at 1023° K and 1073° K only, the value for E2 would have been

19, 200 cal/mole, and the difference E
1

- E
2

would be 62, 600

cal/mole, nearly identical to the experimental value. Furthermore,

the maximum expected error in El - E
2

calculated from the errors

in E
1

and E
2

(cf. Appendix I: Error Analysis) is + 15, 200 cal/mole,

or + 28. 5%. Thus, the experimental value for the overall activation

energy lies within the possible range of the difference E1 - E2 .

Previous theories and experiments concerning the secondary

homogeneous reaction, the decomposition of nitrous oxide to nitric

oxide, have usually proposed rate equations in which the dependence

on nitrous oxide is the same as the primary homogeneous reaction:
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a[N
20]

2

r
NO 1 + c[N 20]

where a and c are constants.

In fact, the mechanisms of Johnston (18), Lindars and Hinshelwood

(22), Friedman and Bigeleisen (8), and Bell, et. al. (1) predict that

the value of c in the above equation is the same as the value of k
2

in the primary reaction rate expression. The expression for r
NO

should then be second order in nitrous oxide at low values of [N20]

and become first order at higher values of [N
2
0]. However, the

results of this study suggest that the formation of nitric oxide has a

second order dependence on nitrous oxide over the entire concentra-

tion range. The simple bimolecular collision mechanism proposed

here provides an explanation for the observed order. Reuben and

Linnett (27) have examined the formation of nitric oxide in great detail

and have proposed a complex mechanism in which the formation of

nitric oxide would follow the rate expression

B[N 0] C[N 01 2

2 2
rNO x1 + D[N20] 1 + k

2
[N20]

where B, C, and D are groups of constants.

If the magnitude of D were very small, then the reaction rate would

be third order at low concentrations and second order at high concen-

trations.
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The order of the secondary reaction has not been adequately

defined, either in this study or in other studies. The data from this

study are very scattered due to the indirect method of determining the

extent of the secondary reaction. Only a few sets of data could be

used to examine the nature of the secondary reaction, and there was

considerable scatter among them. Consequently, the values for the

rate constant k3, the activation energy, and the order of the reaction

should be regarded as estimates only. More complete and reliable

data are needed for a confident description of the rate of nitric oxide

formation.

Heterogeneous Reaction

The only other study of nitrous oxide decomposition on gold was

done in 1925 by Hinshelwood and Prichard (13). They employed the

hot wire technique, immersing the entire apparatus in an ice bath and

monitoring the reaction on the electrically heated gold filament by

following the change in total pressure. They observed that the surface

reaction was first order in nitrous oxide and computed an activation

energy of 29, 000 cal/mole. They did not determine the order of the

reaction with respect to the surface area of gold.

The results of this study partially confirm those of Hinshelwood

and Prichard (13). The reaction rate was found to be first order in

nitrous oxide. The activation energy was calculated to be 34, 600
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cal/mole, a value which is in reasonable agreement with that of

Hinshelwood and Prichard (13). In addition, the reaction was found

to be first order with respect to the surface area of gold.

The first order dependence on surface area indicates that the

surface reaction is either completely independent of the homogeneous

reaction or is a rate determining step in the heterogeneous mechanism.

If the surface reaction were simply the production of an activated

species of N20 , which desorbs and reacts homogeneously, then the

resulting heterogeneous rate expression would not be first order in

nitrous oxide, but between first order and zero order. In equation

form, if the surface effect is

k

N20 + A N20 A
k '

-1

k

N20 A ---3) N20 + A

k
4

N
2
0 N

2
+0

rather than decomposition on the surface, then the resulting overall

rate equation would be

-rl k 1[N 20]
2 k"

3
A°13[N

20]
1 + k2[N20] + (1 + k [N

2
0])(1 + b[N

2 2

where kl and k
2

are the homogeneous reaction rate constants

b is the Langmuir adsorption coefficient.
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Since this rate expression does not agree with the observed phenomena,

it must be concluded that the surface mechanism is completely inde-

pendent of the homogeneous mechanism. The high probability of ad-

sorption playing an important role in the heterogeneous mechanism is

suggested not only by the convenience of explaining the first order be-

havior with the Langmuir adsorption isotherm but also by the results

of studies using platinum for a catalyst rather than gold. Hinshelwood

and Prichard (12) were the first to find that oxygen retarded the re-

action rate on platinum and hypothesized that molecular oxygen poison-

ed the catalyst by strongly adsorbing on the active sites, thereby pre-

venting nitrous oxide from reaching these active sites. Subsequent

investigations by Cassel and Gluckauf (5), Van Praagh and Toptey (34),

Steacie and McCubbin (32), and Redmond (26) confirm that oxygen does

adsorb on the surface, but does so in atomic form rather than in

molecular form. The well substantiated adsorption mechanism for

the surface reaction on platinum suggests that an adsorption mechan-

ism may apply for the reaction of gold.

The first order surface reaction rate constants obtained from

this study are much larger than those obtained by extrapolating the

Arrhenius plot of the Hinshelwood and Prichard (13) constants to the

temperatures used in this study (Figure 19). The magnitude of the

difference is a factor of about four. Mass transfer resistance to

reaction could not cause this difference without also affecting the
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apparent activation energy. The most probable explanation for the

difference is that the two gold surfaces were different. The surface

of the ribbon used in this study could, due to differences in the method

of manufacture or handling, have a greater number of active sites

than the surface of the wire use by Hinshelwood and Prichard.

Errors

Random Errors and Reproducibility

The variable which had the largest effect on the observed rate

and rate constants was temperature. While the temperature could be

reproduced to within an estimated + 0. 5o C, there remained some un-

certainty as to its true value. In none of the previous studies of the

homogeneous decomposition of nitrous oxide was there any mention of

accounting for radiation heat transfer effects on the measuring thermo-

couple. Because of the sensitivity of the reaction to temperature

(Ea = 63, 500 cal/mole), omission of any such correction could lead

to a considerable error in the observed rate constants. Calibrating

the thermocouples against a well shielded thermocouple was the only

known recourse for establishing the true temperature. The error in

this correlation was estimated to be + 1. 0 o
C. The remainder of the

uncertainty in the temperature lay in the limits of setting and control-

ling the temperature. The indicated temperature was allowed to drift
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+ 1.0o C before a correction to the controller set point was applied.

The second variable contributing significantly to random error

was the chromatographic analysis. Because the temperature of the

column had to be kept first at -80° C and then at +35° C, any variation

in either of these temperatures co uld lead to unpredictable

error in the molar ratios m
1

or m3.

Because of the undesirable peak shapes obtained for nitrogen

dioxide, it was decided to determine the extent of the secondary re-

action by indirect means. The resultant method was extremely sensi-

tive to the molar ratio m
1

moles of nitrogen to moles of oxygen.

This ratio was always slightly larger than 2, and the calculations dealt

with the value of the difference m1 - 2. Consequently, a small error

in
1

became magnified in the calculations. The magnitude of the

resultant error is shown by the estimated maximum error for k
3

+ 48. 8% (cf. Appendix I: Error Analysis). The error estimates for

m
1

and m3 were obtained from the chromatograph calibrations. At

the time the chromatograph calibrations were made, the peak areas

were determined by the method of peak height x width at half height.

This technique for determining peak areas was later replaced when a

Disc Integrator was added to the recorder. This device reduced the

variation in the molar ratios ml and m3. Consequently, the error

estimates for these variables are probably overstated.
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Some of the sets of data were repeated, both to check on the re-

producibility of the data and to extend some data into a region of larger

nitrous oxide concentration. Figures 5, 7, and 19 show the reproduc-

ibility of the data. With a few exceptions, the data points for the re-

peated runs fall within 5 - 8% of the data for the first run at the same

conditions. And, all the points are within about 5% of the line of best

fit. This is less than the estimated maximum error of 12 14% (cf.

Appendix Error Analysis). Some runs were purposely discarded

after realizing that one of the variables had been improperly set or

measured. For example, the original data at 8000 C, S/V =

1.1436 cm-1, were all discarded when it was discovered that the re-

actoractor temperature was 2-27 C too high. The repeated data are shown

in Figure 7.

Impurities in the Feed

The medical grade nitrous oxide used in this study was fed to the

reactor with no purification or pretreatment other than drying in a cal-

cium sulfate drying tube. A purity check was made chromatograph-

ically at the beginning of the study. A trace of nitrogen was detected,

but the peak was too small to accurately quantize. It was estimated

that the trace of nitrogen constituted less than 0. 1% of the feed gas.

No oxygen was detected. The impurities in the feed were then consid-

ered negligible.
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Ideal Gas Assumption

The ideal gas approximation was used as the equation of state.

Calculations of the total gas concentration and of the individual gas

concentrations were made with this assumption. At the reaction temp-

eratures (700-800o C) and pressures (about 1. 0 atm) employed in this

study, the ideal gas equation is quite accurate. For example, at a

temperature of 700o C and a pressure of 1 atm, the compressibility

factors obtained from a generalized compressibility chart (31) are

indistinguishable from unity.

The Secondary Reaction

In all of the calculations it has been assumed that the secondary

reaction is

2N ) 2NO + N
2 2

However, there is a possibility that, to some degree, the oxidation of

NO to NO2 may be occurring in the reactor,

NO + +02 )NO2 .

At 1000o K. , the equilibrium constant for the oxidation of nitric oxide

to nitrogen dioxide is 0.121 (35). The maximum observed mole frac-

tion of oxygen during the study was 0. 30, so the maximum ratio of

NO2 to NO at a total pressure of one atmosphere would be given



approximately by

YNO
2

(0. 1 21 )(0. 30)2 = 0. 0664YNO

70

Consequently, even the maximum possible systematic error due to

oxidation of nitric oxide would be small compared to the random error

involved in the calculation of the secondary reaction.

Reaction in the Coldfinger

The main homogeneous reaction is very temperature sensitive.

The ratio of the reaction rate to 500o C to that at 700o C is approxi-

mately

H1,773 [(63, 500) ( -200)- exp
(1, 987) (773)(973)

_ 0002 .

HI, 973

Since the reaction is negligibly slow at 500o C, it was assumed that

the reaction was instantly quenched in the coldfinger. Obviously, this

assumption is not strictly correct. In order to estimate the actual

extent of reaction in the coldfinger, it was first necessary to esti-

mate the heat transfer coefficient of the reaction products passing

through it. This was done by assuming that the fluid properties were

the same as those for air and by employing the value of the minimum

flow rate encountered experimentally. With these assumptions, the

Peclet number (Pe = RePr) was calculated as 1. 22. Using the
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approximate mean Nussult number for a developing laminar velocity

profile as found in the compilation of Knudsen and Katz (19), the dis-

tance required to completely cool the reaction gases was calculated to

be less than 1 cm. The distance required to cool the gases to 500° C

was less than 'J. 25 cm. This represented a negligible volume and in-

dicated that the assumption of instant quenching was reasonable.

It was also assumed in all of the calculations that nitric oxide

formed in the reactor was completely converted to nitrogen dioxide in

the coldfinger. The oxidation of nitric oxide to nitrogen dioxide,

while incomplete at 1000° K where K = 0. 1 21, is thermodynamically

favored at 298° K, where Ka = 1. 25 x 106 (35). Furthermore, kinetic

studies by Bodenstein (3) and Kornfeld (20) showed that this oxidation

is third order, second order in nitric oxide and first order in oxygen,

and very fast at room temperature. Using the rate constant of Korn-

feld (20) and typical values for concentrations and volumetric flow rate

encountered in this study, it was estimated that the volume of a plug

flow reactor necessary to effect a 90% conversion of nitric oxide to

nitrogen dioxide at 210 C would be less than one cubic centimeter. It

was concluded that the assumption of complete oxidation of nitric

oxide in the coldfinger was justified.

Catalysis by Quartz

There is considerable uncertainty over the effect of quartz on
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the decomposition of nitrous oxide. Johnston (18) and Hibben (10) con-

cluded that quartz does catalyze the reaction. However, Li ndars and

Hinshelwood (221 showed that the reaction could be affected by "fresh"

quartz surfaces but not by "old" quartz surfaces. In this study, the

start up procedure included a two hour operating period for "aging"

the "fresh" quartz surfaces and the surfaces which may have been re-

conditioned during a shut-down period. Furthermore, several runs

were made in which the surface area of quartz in the reactor was alter-

ed. It was observed that altering the surface area of quartz had no

effect on the reaction rate (Figure 19)

If the conclusions of Lindars and Hinshelwood (22) are correct,

then quartz has no effect on either the homogeneous or heterogeneous

rate. However, if the quartz surface, even after the aging process,

does have an effect on the reaction, the effect must be zero order in

quartz and would be difficult to isolate under the conditions of this

study. The values obtained for the homogeneous rates would then be in

systematic error, but the rates calculated for the reaction on gold

would not be affected.

Catalysis by the Bare Thermocouples

Nitrous oxide decomposition is catalyzed by many metals and

metal oxides. It would be reasonable to assume that chromet and

alumel, which make up the thermocouple pair used for reactor
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temperature measurements, might also catalyze the reaction. No

data are available on the effect of either of these alloys on the re-

action.

The thermocouple beads had a diameter of about 0.1 mm, Even

if the chromel and alumel did affect the reaction, the net effect would

be small due to the small surface area available for reaction. Also,

the resultant errors would be reflected only in the results for the

homogeneous reaction; the results for the surface reaction on gold

would not be altered.

Assumption of Perfect Mixing

The method of evaluating the experimental data would be invalid

if the reactor contents had not been perfectly mixed; the determination

of reaction rate using the equation

-r -
n1 X

V

would be incorrect. Consequently, it was necessary to obtain experi-

mental verification for the assumption of perfect mixing. Tajbl,

Simons, and Carberry (33) determined the regime of perfect mixing

by pulse testing. The problem with this technique is that the inlet and

outlet flow characteristics must be known in order to isolate the

effect of the vessel on the pulse response. For example, the flow

through the long coldfinger used in this study would affect the pulse
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response and would complicate the analysis of the reactor mixing

characteristics. For this reason, it was decided to employ the tech-

nique of Ford and Perlmutter (7). They monitored conversion as a

function only of stir rate, maintaining constant feed rates and tempera-

tures throughout the test. The results of two such tests made during

this study are shown in Figure 20. This figure shows that at a surface-

to-volume ratio of 1.1436 cm-1, the advent of perfect mixing did not

occur until the stir rate was 800 rpm. At lower surface-to-volume

ratios, i. e. with less catalyst in the reactor, perfect mixing was

achieved at lower stir rates. The results for the mixing test at a
.surface-to-volume ratio of 1.9324 cm -1, i, e. when the maximum

amount of gold was in the reactor, indicate that in this condition the

reactor may not have been operating as an ideal. backmix reactor even

at the highest stir rate of 1100 rpm (Figure 201. This possibility is

verified by the plots of reaction rate versus surface-to-volume ratio

(Figure 8, 9, and 10) showing nonlinear behavior at high S/V.

One possible model of the reactor behavior when in the condition

of maximum surface-to-volume ratio is a backmix reactor followed in

series by a plug flow reactor. This model is described by the equation

(cf. Levenspiel (211)

V
n1

X.
1

-r.
1

CX final dX
-r

X.
1
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V backmix V plus
n n

1 1

where the subscript "i" indicates conditions at the junction of the

backmix section and the plug flow section. The value of X. is ob-
i

tained by trial and error solution to the above equation. The follow-

ing table lists the approximate fractions of the reactor volumes repre-

sented by the two components.

Table 4. Reactor behavior at maximum catalyst content.

Temperature Backmix % Plug Flow

700o C 75% 25%

750° C 85% 15%

800° C 77% 23%

Other models which could be used to explain the reactor behavior

at the high surface-to-volume ratio are backmix reactors in series

and reactors in parallel (one backmix and one plug flow). No matter

what model is chosen, it is evident that a computational model other

than a single backmix reactor must be assumed in order to calculate

reaction rates from conversion data when the surface-to-volume ratio

is 1.9324 cm-1. At lower values of Sly, the single backmix reactor

model is valid. Consequently, the data at S/V = 1. 9324 cm-1 were

not used in any subsequent analysis.
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SUMMARY

The results of this study demonstrate that the rate of a chemi-

cal reaction occurring by simultaneous homogeneous and hetero-

geneous paths can be resolved into the two contributing reaction rates.

The experimental technique is to vary the amount of catalyst and then

to observe the resultant variation in the reaction rate. This technique

is applicable regardless of the dependence of rate on the amount of

catalyst.

It was found that the decomposition to the elements is described

by the expression

k
1

[N
2
0] 2

-r
1 1 + k2 [N20] + kS [N20] (S/V)

Constant Arrhenius Equation

k
I

liter -mgmole -1 -min-1 1016.39 exp

k
2

liter -mgmole -1 105.69 exp

k cm-min-1 107. 13 exp

-81,800
RT

- 28, 400
RT

- 34, 600
RT

The overall activation energy for the homogeneous reaction,
calculated from a plot of In rm. versus 1/T, is 63,500 cal/
gmole.

In addition to decomposition to the elements, nitrous oxide decom-

poses to a lesser extent into nitric oxide and nitrogen. It was found
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that this reaction is not catalyzed by gold and appears to be second

order with respect to the concentration of nitrous oxide.

The technique of varying the amount of catalyst gave rate equa-

tions, rate constants, and activation energies for the decomposition to

the elements which agree with previous results obtained from studies

of the individual reactions. Furthermore, the estimated maximum

errors for the calculated parameters are comparable to those in-

curred in other experimental methods for high temperature reaction

kinetics.
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NOMENCLATURE

Symbol Significance

a,A' Rate constants.

A
o Number of active sites on gold surface.

b Langmuir adsorption coefficient.

c,C Rate constants.

D Rate constant.

E, Ea Arrhenius activation energy.

El 'E 2'E 3'ES Arrhenius activation energy for k k2, k3'and k respectively.

Moles NO formed per mole N20 decomposed.

f(S /V) Functional dependence of reaction rate on
the surface-to-volume ratio.

k (subscripted) Rate constant in homogeneous mechanism.

kf, k" (subscripted)cripted) Rate constant in heterogeneous mechanism.

kf Pseudo first order homogeneous rate constant.

ks Observed heterogeneous rate constant.

Ka Thermodynamic equilibrium constant.

ml Moles N
2
/moles 02 in gas mixture leaving

cold finger.

m3 Moles 0
2
/moles N

2
0 in gas mixture leaving

cold finger.

n1 Feed rate of nitrous oxide, mgmoles/min.

Pe Peclet number.
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Symbol Significance

Pr Prandtl number.

-r Rate of decomposition of nitrous oxide.

-rl Rate of decomposition of nitrous oxide via
N20 N2 + 102' primary reaction.

2

-r2 Rate of decomposition of nitrous oxide via
N20 --0 NO + IN 2/ secondary reaction.2

Re Reynolds number.

RH Homogeneous reaction rate, moles/time.

r
H

rm , rHz

RS

rS

r
S1

R
T

rT

S

T

V

X

Y

Homogeneous reaction rate, moles/time-
volume.

Values of r
H for primary and secondary re-

actions respectively.

Heterogeneous reaction rate, moles/time.

Concentration dependent term of heterogeneous
reaction rate.

Value of r for the primary reaction.

Total reaction rate, moles/time.

Total reaction rate, moles/time-volume.

Amount of catalyst, usually expressed as sur-
face area.

Temperature (°K unless indicated otherwise).

Void volume.

Fractional decomposition of N20.

Mole fraction.
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Symbol Significance

8 Fraction of active sites which are occupied.

[N20] Concentration of N20, mgmoles/liter.
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I. ERROR ANALYSIS

The following table summarizes the estimated errors in the

measured variables. The errors due to chromatography are reflected

by errors for the molar ratios m1 and m3. These error estimates

were obtained from analyses of several samples of the same composi-

tion. The error in the rotameter was obtained by repeated calibration

runs. The other measured variables, P, T, and void volume, were

assigned estimated errors. These estimates were based on the tech-

nique employed in measurement and the type of instrument used.

Table 5. Errors in measured variables:

Variable Error

m
1

± 1.4%

m3 ± 2.0%

n1 ± 1. 0%

S ± 0. 2 cm2

V ± O. 5 cc

P ± 0.3 mm Hg

T ± 2. 5o C

In terms of the fractional conversion X, the side fraction f, the

nitrous oxide feed rate n1, and the void volume V, the primary re-

action rate is



n1X(1 -f)

-rH1 V
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X and f can be related to the chromatographic parameters, m1 and

m3. This leads to

X (1-f) =
2m

1
- 1 + 1. 5/m3

m + 1

The error for rH1 is found by taking logarithms and differentiating the

expression for In rm.

dr
H1

dn
1 dV

+
d[ X(1 -f)]

r
H1 n1 V X(1-f)

dn
1 dV (1.5/m3 - 3)m1

n1 V
+ [ (m1 + 1) (2m1 - 1 + 1. 5/m3)

1. 5/m3

2m1 - 1 + 1. 5/m3

Similarly, for the secondary reaction rate,

n1Xf-r
H2 V

dr H2 dn
1 dV d(Xf)

r H2 n1 V Xf

dm3

m3

dm
1

m1



drH2 dn
1 dV

rH2 V
n1

(1.5/m3 + 1)mi
r(mi. - 2) (2m1 - 1+1. 5/m3) I

r

1.5/m3 dm
3

+ '-2m
1

- 1 + 1. 5/m3 I m3

dml

ml
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In the course of the experiments, m
1

varied between 2.08 and

2.33. At the same time, m3 had values from .0064 to 5.90. The

values of drH2/rH2 and drm/rHl are largest when m3 is smallest

(corresponding to small values of conversion). The value of

drmirHl is largest when ml is largest but the value of drH2/rH2

is largest when m1 is smallest.

dr
H1

max

=

=

=

.010

.010

.0404

4.04%

+
0.5 (244-3) (2.33)

418.0 ( 2. 33+1)

(244)

(4. 66-1+244) x (0.14)

(.020)

+ .0197

rHl

(4. 66-1+2. 44)

+ .0012 + .0095

drH2

rH2 max

O. 5 (244+1) (2.08)08)_ 0.10 + + x (.014)418.0 (2.08-2) (4.16-1+244)

(244) x (.020)(4.16-1+244)

= .010 + .0012 + .3610 + .0198
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= 0.3920

= 39.2%

This value, which may seem abnormally large, reflects the sensitivity

of rH2 to the molar ratio ml. When the m1 value employed is 2.33,

rather than the value of 2.08 used above, the percent error in r
H2

is

1 2. 9 %. Such a dramatic dependence on the value of m
1

points out the

desirability of including in the chemical analysis procedure a direct

measure for the secondary reaction rather than, as was done here,

depending on an indirect measure for it.

The foregoing calculations account for variation in all the vari-

ables used to compute the rate from experimental data. To account

for the error due to temperature uncertainty, the Arrhenius equation

is used.

r
r ref

exp [ -Ea/R T]

exp [ -Ea/R Tref ]

dr =
Ea

dT
r

RT2.

For the main homogeneous reaction, the activation energy is

63,500 cal/mole. The effect of temperature on the error in rHl is

then

drHl
63, 500r2 (± 2. 5) = 8. 43%

H1
(1.987) (973)



The total error in r
H1

is the sum of the two errors,

dr
H1

r
H1 total

= 4. 04 + 8.43 = 1 2.47%

For the secondary homogeneous reaction, the activation energy is

72,400 cal/mole. The temperature effect on the error in r
H2 be-

comes 9. 60 %. Then

drH2
r
H2

drH2
rH2

max
total

=

=

39.2

1 2. 9

+ 9.60

+ 9.60

=

=

48.8%

22.5%
min
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Estimation of the maximum error of the rate constants requires

a rearrangement of the rate equations.

k C
1 N20

2

-r
H1 1 + k2 CN 0

2

r H1(1 + k2CN 0)
2k

1
C N 0

2

dk
1

dr
H1

d(l+k
2
C N20) 2 dCN20

k
1 rH1 l+k

2
CN20 CN20
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(k
2

CN20 + 2) dC
N 20

dr
H1

rH1 (k
2

CN20 + 1) C N20

If values of m1 and m3 used to estimate drill/rill (m1 = 2.33 and

m3 = . 0064) are used again, it is reasonable to state that the conver-

sion is small enough to approximate the value of CN

e. g. CN
20

P
RT

with Ctotal2

dk
1

dr
H1 (k2C + 2) dP dTthen

k
1

r
H1

(k
2C

+ 1) [ P

Similarly, the rate equation can be arranged to solve for k2.

k
2

2kl CN 20

(- -rill)(1 + C."
1/4)

)

2

dk
2

-dr
H1

d(1+ CN 0)
2

k
2

rHl 1 + CN
2

Again employing the approximation CN C,
2

2 dCN20

C N 0
2

dk2 drH1 C + 2 dP dT
k

2
rH

1

+
C + 1 P T

The errors in kl and k2 are now calculated for P 760 mm Hg and

T = 9730 K with C in units of mgmoles/liter.
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dkl
= .0404 (.183) (12.52) + 2 r 0.3 2.5

+ L +k
1

(.183) (12.52)2.52) + 1 760 973

= .0404 + .0039 = .0443

= 4.43%

dk
2

= .0404 1 2. 52 + 2 0.3
+

2.5
k

2

+ 1 2.52 + 1 L 760 973 -I

:.--_ .0404 + .0032 = .0436

= 4. 36%

The error in k
1

and k
2

due to temperature error may now be com-

puted by using the Arrhenius equation.

dkl El (81,800) (2. 5)= dT = = 10. 88%kl
RT2

dk
2

E
2
dT ( 28,400) (2. 5) = 3.78%kZ

RT2 (1.987) (973)2

And, the total error in the homogeneous rate constants is given by the

sum:

dkl

kl

dk2

k2

total

total

= 4.43 + 10.88 = 15.31%

= 4.36 + 3.78 = 8.14%
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The error in the second order rate constant for the secondary reac-

tion is, due to the very large error in the rate, about the same as the

error in the rate itself.

dk
3

max

min

dr
H2

max

min

=

=

48.

22.

8%

5%

k
3

dk
3

r
H2

dr
H2

k
3

rH2

The maximum error for the heterogeneous reaction rate is

estimated by using the results for the homogeneous error estimate.

The heterogeneous rate was determined by observing the difference

between the total observed rate and the homogeneous rate:

rS1 rl rH1*

The errors due to variables other than temperature are the same

for the total rate, r1, as for the homogeneous rate, rm , because the

same equations were used to calculate the two rates.

dr
1

dr
H1

r
1 rH1

The observed total rate was from three to six times the observed

homogeneous rate, r1 > 3 rm. Differentiating the expression for

the surface reaction rate and substituting the above relationships

gives the estimate for the error in the surface reaction rate.



dr
S

d (r1 - rHl)

rS rl rH1

drs
rs

= r

dr
1

dr
H1

rl rH1

dr
H1

dr
H1

1 r
H1

rHl rH1

rl rH1

drHl

rl r
H1

rl

3r
H1

drHl

r
H1

dr
H1

rHl rHl

rH1

rHl
drHl

rHl

drHl< 2
rHl

3rH1 - rHl

= 8. 08%
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It is evident that the heterogeneous rate error is sensitive to the hom-

ogeneous rate error and is even more sensitive to the spread between

rl and rm.

The error in the first order heterogeneous rate constant may

now be calculated from the rearranged rate equation.

k
S (S/V) (C )

2
N0

rs
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dkS

kS

Idrs1

rs

1

I

dC"2`ji

C N 0
2

I dV I

V

Again approximating CN C = P/RT at the conditions where
2

dry /r8 was evaluated,

dkS
0. 3 2. 5 0. 2 0. 5= .0808 + + +kS max 760 973 172.4 418

= .0808 + .00039 + .00257 + .00116 + .00120

= .08582

= 8. 58%

The error due to temperature and the total error are calculated as

before:

dkS ES
dT (34'600) (2.5)

4. 60%kS
R T

2 (1.987) (973)2

dkS

kS total
= 8.58 + 4.60 = 13.18%

The error in the activation energy is calculated by rewriting

the Arrhenius equation as follows:

r T2 Ea (T2 - T1)
r

T
exp

R T1T2
1
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This expression is now solved for Ea.

R T
I
T

2 ,LrT 2Ea In [--1
T T r

2 1 T1

After taking logarithms and differentiating, the following expression

is obtained.

d Ea T2 dT
1

T1 dT2
Ea T2 -T1 T1 [-T 2-T1 T

2

1

In rT2]
T1

As an example calculation, the error in the activation energy for the

primary homogeneous reaction is computed. Over the temperature

range 700o C 800o C, the resultaat rate change at Cm 5
.012%J

mgmole/liter was from .365 to 7.75 mgmoles/min-liter.

dE
H1 (1073)(2. 5) (973) (2. 5) 1

[ .1247 + .1247](100)(1073) 7.75EH1 (100) (973) In (7E7)

= .0276 + .0226 + .0817

= .1319

= 13. 2%

The following table summarizes similar calculations for the

errors in the activation energies of the rates and rate constants.
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Table 6. Summary of maximum errors in calculated parameters.

Parameter
Total %

error
Temp Range

°K
Range of
Parameter Error in E

-rH1 1 2. 47% 973-1073 . 365-7. 75 13.2%

1
15.31% 973-1073 . 0279 -1.43 1 2. 79%

k2 8.14% 973-1073 .184- . 724 16.92%

k
3

48. 8% 1023-1073 . 0059 -. 033 61.7% max

kS 13.18% 973-1073 .213 -1.135213-1.135 20.9%
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II. SAMPLE CALCULATION

The example calculations presented here are for the experimen-

tal data of run number 471:

Area 0
2

Area N J

2 calibration

Area N20,
1[ Area 0

2 calibration

= O. 966

= 2. 615

S/V = surface-to-volume ratio = O. 7098

n1 = N20 feed rate = 13.9 mgmoles/min

P = pressure = 760.0 mm Hg

A = stirring rate = 950 rpm

t = reaction temperature = 802. 50 C

V = void volume = 4 20.8 cm 3

Chromatographic Data (cf. Figure 21)

Gas Attenutation Disc Counts

N2 32 1 529

02 32 658

N 20 64 273 2

The molar ratios m
1

and m3 are calculated with the chromatographic

data (see "Data Reduction").
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x64

Change
column

temperature

i

Disc counts: 2732

02

x32

658

x32

1529

Figure 21, Sample Chromatograph: Run 471.
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Area N2
,

Area 02
= [ml Area 02 sample [ Area N2 equimolar calibra-

tion

Area 02
,

Area N20
=-. r

Area N 20J sample Area 02 equimolar calibra-
tion

Using the data for run 471,

m
1

m3

(32) (1529)
x 0.966

2.615

=

=

2. 2447

0.3149

(32)

(32)

(658)

(658)
(64) ( 273 2)

Then, m1 and m3 are used for the calculation of conversion and re-

action rate.

f =

X

m1 - 2
0. 2447

2(mi --E) (2) (1. 7447)

(r1 -

= O. 0701

1.7447
(r1 + 75/m3 1. 744 7 + 2.3818 = 0.423

n IX (13.9)(0.423)(0.9299)r
1

(1 -f) 12.99 mgmoles/min-0. 4 208 liter

n
1
Xf (13.9)(0.423)(0.0701) = 0.980 mgmolesimiti-r 2 V 0. 4 208 liter

1-x , PCN2O
YN 20C 1 X/2J L RT
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r 0.577 r 760.0
= I 1. 2115 i I (0.06236) (1075. 7)]

= [ 0.476] [11.33]

= 5.40 mgmoles/liter
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III. DATA

Explanation of Data Tables

All of the possible parameters have not been included in the

following tables. Those that have been included are the ones most

important to the figures and discussions of this paper. Those which

are not included and are of possible utility are f, CNz, Co CNo,
2

C, and r. These parameters may be calculated from those which are

tabulated by employing the following relationships:

f

C

rl r2

r2
r

1
+ r

2

P
RT

r X (1 -If) P
CN2 I 1 + RT

I X(1 -f) P
C = [

2
1 +zX RT

C
NO

= [ X f
1 + 2X RT
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List of Data Tables

Temperature Surface -to-
Table °C Volume Ratio Runs Page

7 700 0 59-82 105

8 700 .4074 cm -1
241-249 106
419-432

9 700 .7098 275-287 107
288-294
449-462

10 700 1.1436 322-332 109

11 700 1.9324 359-375 110

12 750 0 83-105 111

13 750 .4074 250-260 112

14 750 .7098 295-309 113

15 750 1.1436 333-342 114
480-484

16 750 1.9324 376-392 115

17 800 0 106-117 116
118-139

18 800 .4074 261-274 117
433-448

19 800 .7098 310-321 118
463-474

20 800 1.1436 520-530 119

21 800 1.9324 393-409 120

22 800 Effect of Quartz 225-232 121
233-240

23 800 Effect of Stirring
1.1436 498-505 122
1.9324 410-418



Table 7. Homogeneous Rate Data at T 700o C. S/V =0), Void volume = 430.4 cc; Quartz surface = 395 cm2.

Run T K P mm Hg
1 Conversion rl r2

CN
2
0

mgmole/min X mgmoles/min-L mgmoles/min-L mgmoles/ liter

59 970.7 767.2 0.885 .331 .642 .0393 7.27
61 973.0 767. 2 0.885 . 323 . 683 .0265 7. 37
62 973.8 767.0 0.885 .324 .626 .0396 7.35
63 973.8 767.0 1.33 .262 .758 .0527 8.24
64 973.3 767.0 1.33 .259 .751 .0491 8.29
65 975.0 767.0 1.71 .228 .856 .0481 8.75
66 974.3 767.0 1.71 .233 .860 .0642 8.68
67 974.0 766.9 1.71 .227 .847 .0541 8.77
68 974. 7 767.0 1.71 .222 . 834 .0465 8.84
69 973.3 766.7 2.08 .198 .882 .0724 9.22
70 974.2 766.7 2.08 .194 .874 .0633 9.27
71 974.2 766.7 2.12 .189 .862 .0687 9.35
72 973.9 766.7 2.08 .192 .846 .0785 9.31
73 972.2 766.9 2.45 . 169 .897 .0692 9.69
74 973.6 766.9 2.45 .172 .906 .0789 9.63
75 974.5 766.7 2.82 .160 .986 .0605 9.82
76 973.9 766.9 2.82 .157 .974 .0570 9.86
77 975.0 766.9 3.19 .144 . 993 .0733 10.07
78 975.3 766.9 3.19 .145 1. 007 .0686 10.05
79 973.3 766.9 3.95 .125 1.066 .0847 10.40
80 973.9 766.9 3.95 .123 1.034 .0968 10.43
81 975.3 766.9 4.68 .108 1.082 .0884 10.68
82 975.1 767.0 4.68 .107 1.080 .0815 10.69



Table 8. Total Rate Data at T 1-° 700° C. S/V = . 4074; Void volume = 423. 2 cc; Quartz surface = 497 cm2.

CN 0n r r
1 Conversion 1 2 2

Run T
o

K P mm HQ mszmoles/ min X mgmoles/min-L mszmoles/min-L mgmoles/ liter

241 972.2 759.5 .885 .456 .920 .0341 5.55
242 972.4 759.7 1.71 .332 1.28 .0662 7.17
243 972.0 759.8 2.45 .251 1.41 .0394 8.35
244 972. 4 759. 9 3.565 . 202 1. 63 .0732 9.08
245 973.4 760.0 4.68 .174 1.84 .0838 9.51
246 972.7 760.2 5.83 .152 1.98 .115 9.88
247 973.8 760.1 3.95 .208 1.85 .0896 8.98
248 972,3 759.9 2.82 .236 1.51 .0600 8.57
249 972.0 759.6 1.33 .368 1.11 .0441 6.69
419 973.4 755.0 6.60 .129 1.91 .104 10.18
420 973.3 754.9 6.00 .136 1.82 .100 10.07
421 972.5 754.8 5.11 .154 1.78 .0831 9.77
422 972.8 754.7 4.165 .182 1.71 .0907 9.32
423 972.2 754.6 3.57 .201 1.60 .0897 9.04
424 971.7 754.7 3.01 .218 1.48 .0762 8.78
425 971.7 754.6 2.45 .254 1.40 .0750 8.24
426 971. 7 754.5 2.075 . 291 1.35 .0716 7. 71
427 972.2 754.5 1.71 .331 1.29 .0492 7.14
428 972.7 754.4 1.335 .384 1.17 .0468 6.42
429 972.5 754.4 .885 .462 .934 .0330 5.43
430 975.0 754.8 6.75 .129 1.96 .0959 10.16
431 974.5 755.2 7.50 .118 1.98 .102 10.36
432 973.2 755.4 8.90 .101 2.02 .104 10.65



Table 9. Total Rate Data at T -1 700° C. S/V = . 7098; Void volume = 420.8 cc; Quartz surface = 536 cm2.

Run
oT K P mm Hg

n
1

mgmoles/min
Conversion

X

r
1

m_gmoles/min-L

r
2

mgmoles/min-L

C
N2 0

mgmoles/ liter

275 974.2 757.4 .885 .562 1.14 .0422 4.26
276 974.3 757.4 .885 .558 1.14 .0338 4.30
277 974.4 757.6 1.71 . 407 1. 61 .0503 6. 14
278 973.9 757.6 1.71 .405 1.58 .0616 6.18
279 973.5 757.8 2.45 .295 1.64 .0803 7.67
280 972.7 757.8 2.45 .304 1.70 .0658 7.55
281 973.3 757.9 3.565 .246 2.03 .0558 8.38
282 972.7 757.9 3.565 .251 2.05 .0737 8.31
283 972.9 758.1 4.68 .211 2.24 .106 8.92
284 973.7 758.1 5.87 .176 2.36 .0937 9.45
285 972. 8 758.1 6.30 .152 2. 20 .0666 9.86
286 973.4 758.3 9.00 .116 2.42 .0589 10.44
287 972.9 758.3 11.90 .0960 2.60 .118 10.78

288 973.2 758.7 6.525 .162 2.39 .119 9.69
289 973.2 758.7 6.525 .159 2.37 .0946 9.74
290 973.0 758.7 5.385 .188 2.29 .106 9.29
291 972.9 758.6 4.235 .223 2. 16 .0858 8.74
292 971.7 758.5 3.19 .263 1.93 .0618 8.15
293 971. 8 758.5 2.075 .332 1.57 .0707 7.17
294 973.0 758.3 .885 .533 1.08 .0378 4.60

Continued on next page



Table 9 continued.

Run T K P mm HQ
n1

=moles/ min
Conversion

X

r1

mgmoles/min-L
2

mgmoles/min-L

1\[20

rnzmoles/ liter

449 973.9 759.6 6.60 .165 2.44 .151 9.65
450 973.6 758.4 5.335 .182 2.20 .111 9.36
451 973.8 759.3 4.53 .209 2.15 .102 8.96
452 973.5 759.2 3.565 .238 1.93 .0809 8.52
453 973.7 759.7 2.97 .272 1.85 .0723 8.01
454 973.5 759.1 2.45 .305 1.71 .0659 7.54
455 973.2 759.0 2.075 .332 1.57 .0658 7.17
456 974.2 758.9 1.71 .376 1.47 .0622 6.56
457 973.2 758.9 1.335 .419 1.29 .0389 6.01
458 973.2 758.9 .885 .508 1.03 .0437 4.90
459 975.0 759.8 7.50 .138 2.34 .120 10.08
460 974.9 759.8 8.90 .117 2.37 .108 10.42
461 974.2 760.2 11.2 .105 2.67 .132 10.64
462 973.2 760.4 13.25 .0931 2.74 .197 10.86



Table 10. Total Rate Data at T =1-4 7000 C. S/V = 1. 1436; Void volume = 418.0 cc; Quartz surface = 412.7 cm2.

Run T K P mm Hg

n
1

=moles/ min
Conversion

X

r
1

mgmoles/ min-L

r
2

=moles/ min-L

CN 0
2

mzmoles/ liter

322 974.6 756.6 6.565 .207 3.10 .145 8.95
323 973.9 755.5 5.575 .228 2.92 .125 8.61
324 974.8 755.4 4.53 .262 2.73 .106 8.11
325 973.7 755.4 3.57 .296 2.45 .0821 7.63
326 973.9 755.4 2.82 .341 2.23 .0821 7.01
327 973.9 755.9 2.075 .414 1.97 .0841 6.04
328 974.2 755.8 1.52 .477 1.68 .0560 5.25
329 973.7 755.7 .885 .583 1.20 . 0372 4.01
330 974. 3 756.1 7.50 .176 3.03 .122 9.43
331. 973.7 756.8 10.5 .140 3.40 .112 10.02
332 973.5 756.7 13.25 .114 3.47 .140 10.45



Table 11. Total Rate Data at T = 700 C. S/V = 1.9324; Void volume = 412.7 cc; Quartz surface = 656 cm2.

n1 Conversion r1 r2 N2
Run T °K P mm HQ mgmoles/ min X mgrnoies/ min-L mgmoles/ min-L mzmoles/ liter

359 973.7 751.5 6.58 .277 4.26 .158 7.86
360 973.1 751.8 5.95 .301 4.17 .165 7.53
361 973.0 751.7 5.235 .321 3.94 .130 7.25
362 974.4 751.6 4.64 .345 3.78 .100 6.92
363 973.5 751.5 3.98 .377 3.50 .140 6.49
364 972.8 751.5 3.185 .422 3.13 .127 5.91
366 972.4 751.4 2.07S .515 2.51 .0836 4.78
367 973.2 751.3 1.52 .601 2.15 .0601 3.79
368 973.2 751.2 .885 .706 1.48 .0364 2.68
369 972.4 754.1 7.50 . 265 4. 64 .183 8.07
370 975. 2 754. 4 8.90 .235 4.88 . 191 8. 49
371 975.4 754.3 10.5 .206 5.05 .195 8.92
372 975.3 754.0 1 3. 25 .172 5. 33 .201 9.83
373 975.1 754.3 15.2 .149 5. 30 .188 9.82
375 974.7 754.3 20.5 .120 5.72 . 21 2 10.31



Table 12. Homogeneous Rate Data at T z 7500 C. S/V = 0; Void volume = 430.4 cc; Quartz surface = 395 cm
2.

CN 0n r
1 Conversion 1 r2 2oT KRun P mm Ha mg-moles/min X mgmoles/min-L mgmoles/min-L mgmoles/liter

83 1021.7 761.2 .885 .596 1.16 .0676 3.72
84 1022.0 761.3 .885 .597 1.17 .0593 3.71
85 1021.7 761.3 1.33 .528 1.54 .0908 4.46
86 1023.0 761.3 1.33 .520 1.55 .0611 4.54
88 1022.6 761.3 1.71 .481 1.79 .127 4.99
89 1022.5 761.3 1.71 .481 1.80 .116 4.99
90 1 022. 8 760.1 2.45 . 41 9 2.23 .164 5.72
91 1023.0 760.1 2.45 .424 2.27 .154 5.66
92 1023.9 760.3 3.19 .352 2.49 .121 6.56
93 1023.6 760.3 3.19 .363 2.56 .130 6.42
94 1023.3 760.4 3.95 .323 2. 78 .186 6.94
95 1023.5 760.4 3.95 . 330 2.84 .191 6.85
96 1023. 4 760.4 4.68 . 298 2. 96 . 273 7. 28
97 1023.5 760.5 4.68 .293 2.99 .198 7.34
98 1023.5 760.8 S.79 .253 3.16 .239 7.91
99 1023.0 760.8 5.79 .258 3.26 . 21 3 7.84

100 1023.0 760.8 6.88 .235 3.47 .281 8.17
101 1023.5 760.8 6.88 .232 3.46 .252 8.20
102 1023.1 761.0 10.1 .175 3.76 . 332 9.05
103 1023.8 761.0 10.1 .176 3. 80 .346 9.02
104 1024.2 761.2 15.2 .124 3.97 .426 9.83
105 1023.9 761.6 15.2 .127 4.07 .420 9.79



Table 13. Total Reaction Rate Data at T r 7500 C. S/V = . 4074; Void volume = 420.8 cc; Quartz surface = 497 cm 2.

Run T
oK

P mm HZ

r
1

CN20
n1 Conversion 2

mgmoles/ min X mgmoles/min-L mgmoles/min-L mgmoles/liter

250 1024.4 759. 2 .885 .698 1.40 .0584 2. 66
251 1023.7 759.3 1.71 .573 2.23 .0848 3.95
252 1021.7 759.6 2.45 .488 2.68 .143 4.90
253 1022.3 759.7 3.565 .416 3.35 .162 5.76
254 1022.7 759.8 4.68 .367 3.86 .205 6.37
255 1022.0 759.8 5.735 .329 4.23 .234 6.86
256 1023.3 760.1 6.675 .305 4.55 .256 7.19
257 1022.8 759.8 5.01 .351 3.93 .229 6.58
258 1022.6 759.6 4.055 .387 3.51 .192 6.12
259 1021.7 759.5 3.01 .437 2.97 .145 5.50
260 1022.3 759.2 1.33 .602 1.81 .0807 3.65



0 2Table 14. Total Reaction Rate Data at T r 750C. S/V = . 7098; Void volume = 420.8 cc; Quartz surface = 536 cm .

CN 0n r r 2/ Conversion 1 2
Run T

o
K P mm Hg mgmoles/ min X mstmoles/min-L mgmoles/ min-L mszmoles/ liter

295 1023. 8 758. 7 6.565 . 350 5. 24 . 248 6.57
296 1022.7 758.8 5.575 .378 4.78 .236 6.22
297 1023.3 758.7 4.68 .408 4.35 .185 5.85
298 1023.3 758.6 3.735 .449 3.83 .157 5.35
299 1022.7 758.8 3.01 .496 3.42 .134 4.80
300 1023.0 758.5 2.45 .556 3.12 .115 4.13
301 1023. 7 758. S 1.855 .588 2.50 .0943 3. 78
302 1023.8 758.4 1.41 .660 2. 14 .0665 3.04
303 1023.0 758.3 .885 .751 1.51 .0684 2.15
304 1024.2 758.3 .885 .742 1.52 .0382 2.24
305 1023.9 758.7 7.50 .319 5.42 .260 6.98
306 1023.1 759.4 10.1 .269 6.13 .332 7.67
307 1023.1 760.1 13.25 .220 6.55 .391 8.37
308 1022.7 759.9 15.6 .200 6.98 .446 8.66
309 1023.0 760.1 18.5 .178 7.31 .523 8.99



o 2Table 15. Total Rate Data at T a 750C. S/V = 1.1436; Void volume = 418.0 cc; Quartz surface = 577 cm .

Run T K P mm Hg
1

mgmoles/min
Conversion

X
r1

mgmoles/min-L

r
2

mgmoles/min-L

CN 0
2

mgmoles/liter

333 1024.6 756.3 6.565 .420 6.29 .303 5.68
334 1023.3 756.0 5.735 .421 5.63 .142 5.67
335 1022.6 756.0 4.60 .465 4.90 .218 5.15
336 1023.4 756.0 3.72 .519 4.40 .220 4.52
337 1024.0 756.6 2.82 .570 3.72 .128 3.96
338 1024.0 756.5 2.075 .616 2.98 .0792 3.47
339 1024.0 756.4 1.52 .690 2.42 .0866 2.73
340 1023.8 756.3 .885 .772 1.58 .0535 1.95
341 1023.4 756.9 7.50 .363 6.25 .258 6.40
342 1023.7 757.2 11.2 .293 7.52 .340 7.31

480 1024. 2 759. 2 8.90 . 344 7.07 .262 6. 65
482 1023.5 759.8 16.5 .221 8.32 .391 8.36
483 1023.6 760.4 19.5 .196 8.68 .449 8.73
484 1022.5 759.2 23.0 .169 8.76 .558 9.12



0 2Table 16. Total Rate Data at T 750 C. 5/V = 1.9324; Void volume = 412.7 cc; Quartz surface = 656 cm

Run T oK P mm Hg
1

mzmoles/min
Conversion

X
1

mzmoles/min-L

r2

mzmoles/min-L

CN 0
2

immoles/liter

376 1025.0 752.0 6.475 .487 7.31 .321 4.86
377 1023.1 751.8 5.83 .504 6.87 .253 4.66
378 1023.0 751.7 4.81 .550 6.27 .144 4.16
379 1023.3 751.5 3.95 .599 5.51 .222 3.63
380 1022.5 751.6 3.185 .633 4.71 .176 3.28
381 1023.0 751.5 2.45 .668 3.81 .154 2.94
382 1023.4 751.6 1.71 .741 3.01 .0589 2.22
383 1023.4 751.3 .885 .851 1.79 .0316 1.23
384 1023.4 754.2 7.50 .460 8.01 .340 5.19
385 1024.2 754.2 8.90 .402 8.36 .313 5.88
386 1024.2 754.2 11.2 .362 9.41 .428 6.37
387 1022.3 754.7 13.9 .325 10.48 .464 6.87
388 1022.1 755.2 16.5 .291 11.14 .496 7.33
389 1022.0 754.9 19.5 .260 11.75 .542 7.75
390 1022.2 755.0 23.0 .227 12.10 .561 8.22
391 1021.9 755.4 27.4 .200 12.52 .783 8.61
392 1021.5 756.0 23.0 .237 12.56 .668 8.09



Table 17. Homogeneous Rate Data at T a 800o C. S/V = 0; Void volume = 430.4 cc; Quartz surface = 395 cm2.

CN20
n1 r

2Conversion 1oT KRun P mm Hsz mgmoles /min X mgmoles/min-L =moles/ min-L mgmoles/ liter

106 1073.2 761.6 .885 .821 1.63 .062 1.44
107 1072.8 761.6 .885 .824 1.61 .081 1.42
108 1073.1 761.8 1.71 .729 2.75 .143 2.26
109 1073.1 761.8 1.71 .728 2.76 .130 2.27
110 1073.7 761.9 2.84 .639 3.92 .268 3.12
111 1073.4 761.9 2.84 .636 3.95 .216 3.15
112 1074.0 761.9 3.95 .576 5.04 .252 3.74
113 1073.9 762.0 3.95 .585 5.10 .268 3.65
114 1074.5 761.0 5.43 .531 6.22 .457 4.21
115 1074.2 761.0 5.43 .517 6.11 .386 4.36
116 1074.0 761.1 6.88 .485 7.26 .494 4.71
117 1074.0 761.4 6.88 .476 7.11 .497 4.81

118 1073.0 757.3 .46 .871 .901 .030 1.015
119 1073.2 757.3 .46 .874 .891 .043 .992
120 1072.6 757.3 .46 .869 .893 .036 1.031
124 1073.0 757.5 .885 .820 1.61 .080 1.45
125 1073.4 758.2 1.71 .725 2.77 .113 2.29
126 1072.7 758.5 1.71 .731 2.79 .114 2.23
127 1073.2 758.7 3.19 .620 4.35 .240 3.28
128 1073.0 758.6 3.19 .620 4.39 .197 3.29
129 1073.7 759.0 5.05 .542 6.03 .344 4.08
130 1073.5 758.9 5.05 .532 5.90 .354 4.19
131 1074.8 759.0 6.88 .492 7.24 .629 4.61
132 1073.6 759.0 6.88 .489 7.10 .712 4.66
134 1074.0 763.0 4.35 .578 5.47 .348 3.73
135 1073.3 763.2 4.35 .576 5.51 .285 3.76
136 1073.9 763.3 11.9 .388 9.86 .883 5.84
137 1074.4 763.3 11.9 .381 9.85 .677 5.93
138 1074.4 764.9 18.4 .300 11.78 1.07 6.94
139 1073.7 764.9 18.4 .299 11.77 1.01 6.97



Table 18. Total Rate Data at T = 800 C. S/V = .4074; Void volume = 423.2 cc; Quartz surface = 497 cm
2

.

Run T °K P mm HZ

n1

mgmoles/min
Conversion

X

r
1

mgmoles/min-L

r
2

mg_moles/min-L

C
N

2
0

mgmoles/liter
261 1073.5 759.6 .885 .862 1.73 .0689 1.10
262 1073.3 759.8 1.71 .767 2.98 .120 1.91
263 1073.4 760.0 2.45 .714 3.95 .187 2.39
264 1072.8 760.1 3.485 .652 5.09 .284 2.98
265 1073.7 760.1 4.635 .599 6.22 .345 3.50
266 1073.9 759.8 5.775 .563 7.29 .388 3.87
267 1073. 2 760.1 6. 675 .532 7.93 .465 4. 20
268 1073.7 760.1 5.165 .573 6.68 .316 3.77
269 1073.7 759.8 4.02 .615 5.55 .293 3.34
270 1073.3 759.8 2.075 .738 3.48 .138 2.17
271 1072.9 759.6 1.33 .810 2.45 .0996 1.54
272 1073.7 760.1 7.45 .510 8.50 .467 4.44
273 1074.1 760.1 10.40 .444 10.21 .690 5.17
274 1074.3 760.7 13.9 .392 11.99 .900 5.77
433 1074.0 755.1 6.635 .549 7.97 .645 3.99
434 1072.7 755.3 5.79 .573 7.37 .470 3.75
435 1073.7 754.7 5.05 .580 6.73 .398 3.49
436 1073.2 755.1 4.42 .619 6.18 .285 3.28
437 1072.9 754.9 3.76 .643 5.40 .316 3.05
438 1072.1 754.5 3.01 .673 4.54 .247 2.76
439 1074.0 754.9 2.075 .751 3.53 .151 2.04
440 1072.4 754.4 1.52 .773 2.68 .0991 1.85
441 1072.9 754.5 .885 .846 1.70 .0669 1.22
442 1073.8 755.2 6.75 . 538 8.13 .450 4.11
443 1074.9 75S.3 7.50 .512 8.52 .565 4.37
444 1074.5 755.3 8.90 .485 9.48 .729 4.67
445 1074.6 755.3 11.2 .439 10.80 .826 5.18
446 1074.0 755.5 13.25 .403 11.74 .887 5.60
447 1074.1 755.9 15.2 .388 12.94 1.000 5.78
448 1074.1 755.9 17.25 .345 13.06 1.012 6. 30



Table 19. Total Rate Data at T '2 800o C. S/V = . 7098; Void volume = 420.8 cc; Quartz surface = 536 cm 2
.

CN 0n r r
21 Conversion 1 2oT KRun P mm HQ mzmoles/min X mzmoles/min-L mgmoles/ min-L =moles/ liter

310 1074.8 757.5 6.565 .576 8.53 .452 3.72
311 1073.5 756.2 5.43 .628 7.76 .344 3.19
312 1073.5 756.2 4.49 .644 6.55 .322 3.04
313 1073.0 756.1 3.54 .687 5.52 .261 2.63
314 1072.9 755.9 2.43 .754 4.18 .166 2.02
315 1074.3 755.9 1.71 .808 3.16 .122 1.54
316 1074.3 755.7 .885 .886 1.80 .0615 .888
317 1075.0 757.2 10.5 .491 11.56 .704 4.61
318 1072.9 757.5 13.9 .444 13.73 .921 5.16
319 1073.0 757.5 16.2 .412 14.95 .911 5.52
320 1074.1 757.0 19.5 .359 15.51 1.133 6.14
321 1073.2 756.1 7.50 .546 9.21 .516 4.03

463 1073.5 760.1 6.42 .592 8.50 .529 3.58
464 1073.3 759.8 5.03 .630 7.19 .344 3.19
465 1073. 7 759. 7 3.51 . 684 5. 44 . 266 2. 68
466 1073.2 759.5 2.075 .764 3.62 .148 1.94
468 1074.4 759.5 7.50 .543 9.11 .568 4.07
469 1074.4 760.0 8.90 .508 10.13 .618 4.45
470 1074.2 760.5 11.2 .474 11.88 .727 4.83
471 1075.7 760.0 13.9 .423 12.99 .980 5.40
472 1075.4 761.4 16.6 .391 14.40 1.025 5.78
473 1075.0 760.6 19.5 .350 15.14 1.083 6.28
474 1074.8 760.9 21.25 .334 15.67 1.183 6.48



oTable 20. Total Rate at T '-`1 800 C. S/V = 1.1436; Void volume = 418.0 cc; Quartz surface = 577 cm 2.

CN 0ni r r2Conversion 1 2oT KRun P mm Hg mgmoles/ min X mgmoles/min-L mgmoles/min-L mgmoles/ liter

520 1073.9 758.3 6.235 .618 8.83 .390 3.31
521 1073.6 758.2 5.05 .658 7.61 .340 2.91
522 1073.5 757.9 3.95 .695 6.30 .264 2.57
523 1073.0 757.9 3.01 .744 5.17 .190 2.11
524 1072.9 757.6 2.075 .794 3.80 .139 1.67
525 1073. 7 758.6 7.50 .578 9.90 .474 3. 71
526 1073.7 759.0 9.75 .527 11.71 .597 4.24
527 1073.7 759.0 12.6 .485 13.87 .753 4.70
528 1074.1 758.5 15.25 .433 14.93 .879 5.27
529 1073.0 758.8 19.2 .392 16.94 1.054 5.77
530 1073.4 759.1 23.3 .347 18.18 1.153 6.31



Table 21.. Total Rate Data at T 8000 C. S/V = 1.9324; Void volume = 412.7 cc; Quartz surface = 656 cm2.

nl
CN20

Conversion 1
r
2oT KRun P mm Hz mgmoles/min X mzmoles/min-L =moles/ min-L mgmoles/liter

393 1073.8 757.5 6.565 .696 10.62 .446 2.55
394 1074.0 757.5 5.725 .716 9.56 .367 2.37
395 1074.8 757.6 4.68 .750 8.22 .282 2.06
396 1073.2 757.4 3.95 .770 7.14 .231 1.88
397 1072.9 757.2 3.215 .800 6.01 .217 1.62
398 1073.8 757.0 2.45 .830 4.78 .153 1.36
399 1072.6 757.1 1.71 .890 3.59 .102 .86
400 1073.1 756.9 .885 .931 1.95 .045 .53
401 1073.5 758.4 7.50 .677 11.8 .516 2.73
402 1075.2 758.7 8.90 .627 12.9 .612 3.21
403 1074.2 759.3 11.2 .588 15.3 .685 3.61
404 1073.9 759.5 13.9 .535 17.2 .798 4.16
405 1074.0 759. 2 16.5 .498 18.9 1.03 4.55
406 1075.2 758.9 19.5 .455 20.4 1.03 5.03
407 1075.1 758.9 23.0 .429 22.6 1.28 5.34
408 1074.1 759.4 26.75 .399 24.4 1.43 5.68
409 1074.3 759.1 29.5 .362 24.4 1.39 6.13



Table 22. Effect of Quartz at T = 800°C.

r
1

r
2

CN 0n1 Conversion 2oT KRun P mm Hz =moles/ min X mz-moles/min-L mgmoles /min -L mgmoles/ liter

2S/V = 0; Void volume = 422.0 cc; Quartz surface = 535 cm

225 1073.4 756.1 .885 .822 1.63 .093 1.42
226 1073.9 756.2 1.33 .772 2.32 .109 1.86
227 1073.7 756.3 1.71 .738 2.81 .185 2.16
228 1074.5 756.3 2.45 .685 3.76 .221 2.65
229 1073.S 753.9 3.19 .632 4.53 .249 3.15
230 1073.2 753.9 4.35 .573 5.59 .317 3.74
231 1073.2 754.1 5.465 .529 6.39 .464 4.20
232 1073.2 754.3 6.675 .489 7.23 .503 4.63

2S/V = 0; Void volume = 415.8 cc; Quartz surface = 656 cm

233 1073.8 750.3 . . 885 .837 1.72 .063 1.29
234 1073.5 750.7 2.45 .672 3.75 .210 2.75
235 1073.0 750.5 1.71 .724 2.84 .139 2.27
236 1073.1 750.8 3.19 .628 4.54 .278 3.18
237 1073.4 750.9 4.68 .569 6.03 .374 3.77
238 1073.4 750.8 3.95 .S94 5.31 .327 3.51
239 1074.0 751.2 5.79 .514 6.69 .482 4.33
240 1073.5 751.3 6.88 .505 7.83 .529 4.44



Table 23. Effect of Stirring at T 800°C.

Run e rpm T
o

K

nl

mgmoles/min P mm Hg
Conversion

X

498
499
501
502
503
504
505

400
600
700
800
900

1000

1073.2
1073.2
1073.2
1073.2
1073.2
1074.4
1074.2

S/V = 1. 1436

8.20
n

II

1,

11

11

759.0
n

11

11

n

11

n

.6502

.6138
5978

.5799

.5686

.5672

.5691

S/V = 1.9324

410 0 1073.2 8.20 756.9 .7394
411 400 1073.2 " I I . 6976
412 500 1073.2 I I

. 6852
413 600 1073.2 .6699
414 700 1073.2 n .6539
415 800 1073.2 11 .6484
416 900 1073.9 .6427
417 1000 1074.2 11 .6422
418 1100 1074.4 n .6368


